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Trump,Clinton win
big in NY,push
closer to
nominations

New.Norm loins murder defense team
By JOHN WRIGHT
jwright@murrayledger.com

By JULIE PACE
and
JONATHAN LEMIRE
Associated Press
NEW YORK (AP) —
Front-runners Donald Trump
and Hillary Clinton swept to resounding victories in Tuesday's
New York primary, with Trump
bouncing back convincingly
from a difficult stretch in his
Republican campaign and Clinton pushing tantalizingly close
to locking up the Democratic
nomination.
The race for the nomination
is in the home stretch, and victory is in sight," Clinton declared
to cheering supporters.
Trump captured more than
50 percent of the vote in New
York and was headed toward a
big delegate haul in his home
state, a commanding showing
that keeps him on a path to the
GOP nomination if he continues
to win. He claimed at least 89 of
the 95 delegates at stake Tuesday, with Ohio Gov. John Kasich winning at least three and
Texas Sen. Ted Cruz in danger
of getting shut out.
A confident Trump insisted
it was impossible for his rivals
to catch him. Indeed, Cruz's
poor showing in New York left
him without any mathematical
chance of clinching the nomination before the Republican convention in July, though Trump
could still end up short of the
needed 1,237 needed to seal
victory before the gathering.
"We don't have much of a
race anymore," Trump said
during a victory rally in the lob-

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
Pascasio Pacheco, left, is shown Tuesday afternoon in Calloway Circuit Court as the newest member of his defense team,
attorney Joanne Lynch, speaks to Judge James Jameson, while attorney Cheri Riedel, right, is also shown at the defense's
podium. Pacheco is charged with four counts of murder in connection to a November fire.
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By JOHN WRIGHT
jwnght@murrayledgercom

Vet*

A judge with a long history for assisting children caught in the web of abuse and neglect will
serve as the guest speaker for Thursday night's annual Friends of CASA Banquet.
The event, a fund raiser for the local agency
CASA by the Lakes which serves Marshall and
Calloway counties, begins at 6 p.m. at the Calloway County Fairgrounds,just west of Murray.
Local CASA Executive Director Angela Boyd
said Tuesday that Judge Deanna Henschel, family court judge or McCracken County, will be the

Therefore confess your sins
to each other and pray for
each other so that you may
be healed. The prayer of a
righteous man is powerful
and effective.
James 5:16
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evening's keynote speaker and said that Henschel
should fit her role well.
-She is one of those that speaks for us and
we're going to be very glad to have her," said
Boyd, noting that Henschel has been involved
with several projects outside the courtroom."That
also includes adopting and fostering children of
her own so that says that she has a real passion
for this."
A article on the Commonwealth of Kentucky's
government website said Henschel was appointed to the judgeship in 2015 by then-Gov. Steve
)See JUDGE Page 5A

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
Attorney Dennis Null, left, is shown with defendant Jerry
Wayne Walker Jr. Tuesday afternoon as they stand in front
of Judge James Jameson in Calloway Circuit Court.
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The introduction of a new
attorney for the defense and
the ongoing examination of evidence provided the main parts
of Tuesday's latest chapter in a
quadruple murder case in Calloway County.
Pascasio Pacheco, 21, of
Mayfield appeared with attorney
Cheri Riedel but they were both
joined by Joanne Lynch of the
Kentucky Department of Pubic
Advocacy, who made her first
appearance in the case. Pacheco is charged with four counts
of murder in the deaths of four
members of a family who were
discovered inside a house on
Nov. 17, 2015 along KY 121
South just outside of Murray.
Lynch told Calloway Circuit Judge James Jameson that
she was assigned to the case by
DPA.
She is the supervising attorney of the Capital Trial Branch,
West based in LaGrange.
"I handle cases fairly frequently in this area," Lynch told
Jameson as they spoke with each
other for the first time in open
court. "Just tell me when to be
here and I'll be here."
Along with Lynch joining Pacheco's defense team, the other
main issue was the exchange of
the mountain of discovery evidence that is involved with this

Paducah judge will be guest speaker
for Thursday's Friends of CASA event

See NEW YORK Page 5A
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Walker returns to Calloway court;
attorney will seek probation in July
By JOHN WRIGHT
jwright@murrayledger.com
The attorney representing
a Paducah man whose conviction a few weeks ago in
McCracken County on felony charges left a pretrial
diversion deal in Calloway
County in jeopardy, said
Tuesday that he was not
contesting the prosecution's
motion to revoke that diversion .
However, as Jerry Wayne
Walker Jr. made his appear-

ance Tuesday, attorney Dennis Null did file a motion
asking that when Walker returns for sentencing in July
that Judge James Jameson
grant probation and not jail
time.
This Walker's first venture inside a Calloway
County courtroom since
2012. On that occasion, he
was being given the diversion on six counts of tampering with physical evidence
IP

See WALKER Page SA
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JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
NET WORK: Murray-Calloway County Parks & Recreation Maintenance Director Steve Wilhelm works to complete installation of a net Tuesday morning above Field 2 - being renamed
Pella Field - at Central Park. This is one of three fields at both Central and Chestnut parks that
are being renovated with help of corporate sponsorships. Those sponsorships each are worth
up to $25,000.
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WEATHER
Friday: A 30 percent
chance of showers. Partly sunny, with a high near
73. West northwest wind 5
to 7 mph becoming north

64

62

42

40

Daily Forecast
Today: A 50 percent
chance of showers and
thunderstorms, mainly after 7 a.m. Mostly cloudy,
with a high near 74. Light
southeast wind becoming
south 5 to 9 mph in the
morning.
Tonight: Showers likely and possibly a thunderstorm. Cloudy, with a low
around 59. South wind 5
to 8 mph. Chance of precipitation is 70 percent.
Showers
Thursday:
likely and possibly a thunderstorm. Cloudy, with
a high near 72. South
southwest wind 8 to 11
mph. Chance of precipitation is 60 percent.
Thursday Night: A 30
percent chance of showers and thunderstorms
before 1 a.m. Mostly
cloudy, with a low around
56. South southwest wind
5 to 7 mph becoming calm
after midnight.

Ill.

in the afternoon.
Friday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around
49. North wind around 6
mph.
Saturday: Sunny, with
a high near 74. North wind
around 7 mph.
Saturday Night: Clear,
with a low around 51.
Light and variable wind.
Sunday: Sunny, with a
high near 78. South wind
3 to 6 mph.
Sunday Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around
56. South wind around 6
mph.
slight
A
Monday:
chance of showers and
Mostly
thunderstorms.
sunny, with a high near
79. South southwest wind
7 to 11 mph.
Night: A
Monday
chance of showers and
Mostly
thunderstorms.
cloudy, with a low around
60. South southwest wind
around 7 mph.
Tuesday: A chance
of showers and thunderstorms. Partly sunny, with
a high near 76. Southwest
wind 8 to 11 mph.
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disrepair. The property is
Pictured is the property on LP Miller. The house has been vacant since 1995, and has fallen into
being sought by Kenlake Foods so they can utilize the location for a parking lot.

Planning Commission approves LP Miller rezone
our folks are needing to park on
the street in that area, and it gets
very congested when you look at
The City of Murray Planning the truck traffic that flows into that
Commission held it's monthly area. This would allow approximeeting on Tuesday. A request mately 30 more parking spots in
for the rezoning of property lo- that area."
cated at 223 North LP Miller from
Given the current congested
R-5 (multi-family) to B-3 (central nature of LP Miller, Metz said
business district) took the majority that the addition of another parkof the commissions time, as rep- ing lot would be beneficial for the
resentatives from Kenlake Foods safety of their associates. In order
and residents from the Douglas to compensate for grading issues,
community spoke in favor of, and a retaining wall would need to be
in opposition to, the proposed re- constructed on the north end of the
property, and a fence would also
zoning respectively.
Kenneth Metz and Peter Placr be constructed around the parking
spoke on behalf of Kenlake Foods, lot as well.
On the other hand, members
stating that the property, which has
been vacant since 1995, would be of the Douglas community, which
an ideal place for Kenlake to place rests right on the edge of the inadditional parking. This would dustrial area accommodating
be done in hopes of alleviating Briggs and Stratton and Kenlake
congestion on North LP Miller as Foods,had concerns about the imsome employees at Kenlake must plications of this rezoning. Lule
park on the road itself due to a lack McQuiston, who lives on the corner of Spruce Street and LP Millof available parking.
"The reason we are looking er,cited concerns over noise in her
at the property is because we are opposition to the request.
"The lot that (Metz) is talking
expanding and growing within
Murray," Metz said. "Some of about joins the back of my lot,"
By JORDAN FERGUSON
Iferguson g murrayledger.com

American
Red Cross

Western Kentucky Chapter serving Calloway County

Every Donation Brings Hope

McQuiston said. "I'm not gonna
fool with them having a parking
lot there because they have so
many shifts and I can hear (car
doors slamming) and all of that.
I'm hearing this anyway from
where the plant is in the first
place."
Danny Hudspeth also spoke in
opposition to the request to rezone
stating concerns about available
green space for the Douglas community.
"Mrs. McQuiston's home is
probably one of the nicest homes
in Murray, not just in that community, but in Murray," Hudspeth
said."That piece of property she is
talking about has a beautiful back
yard many of us would die for.
Currently, although that property
is overgrown, it still gives a barrier of green space, which is important if you live with a backyard
that abuts something. Whether it's
an overgrown lot versus a concrete
jungle, there's a big difference."
Hudspeth described this as
another intrusion into a shrinking
community. Hudspeth also raised
concerns that if the re-zoning

should occur, at some point down
the line, Kenlake might decide to
develop the property into something other than a parking area,
which could serve to further encroach upon the community.
"We want to try to protect that
community as much as we can going forward," Hudspeth said."Understanding that this area has, unfortunately, become an industrial
zone—we have to do more work
as a community to make sure that
our partnership with these industrial zones and our neighborhoods
is well represented."
Kenlake Foods agreed to the
construction of a privacy fence in
order to diminish noise and light
pollution which might be caused
by the addition of the parking lot.
After hearing from all concerned parties, the commission
made a motion to forward a recommendation to the city council
to rezone the property in question.
Citing increases in employment at
Kenlake Foods and the relief of
congested traffic on LP Miller as
positives for the change. IN

Calloway magistrates OK extrication equipment, bid
By JOHN WRIGHT
jwright@murrayledger.com
The Calloway County Fiscal
Court approved a bid Tuesday
from an eastern Kentucky firm to
provide extrication equipment that
could be used for vehicle wreck
calls in the county.
Calloway County Judge/Executive Larry Elkins informed the
magistrates of the bid from Wynn
Fire Equipment LLC of Corbin
during the Fiscal Court's monthly meeting. The bid was a for a
total of $35334, but Elkins said
most, if not all, of that money will
be reimbursable thanks to a grant
for which the county government
applied last year shortly after extraction duties were transferred
from the Murray Fire Department

84 litterback Rd.• Murray, KY
(270)759-8700
8110a
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Claud also informed the Court
that, starting soon, Calloway personnel will be training with taser
weapons that will become an everyday part of their self-defense
collection.
* *

The magistrates also approved
new property/casualty insurance
and workers compensation premiums for the upcoming year. The insurance is increasing by 3 percent
from $223,584 to $230,92, while
the workers comp premium will
go up 4 percent from $163970 to
$171213.
4**

Magistrates also unanimously
approved a pair of appointments
recommended by Elkins. Ray Roberts was approved to serve out an
unexpired term on the board of
the District 2 Water District, while
Charles Boren was reappointed to
the board of the Almo-Dexter Water District.
*4*

Road Superintendent Rick}
Edwards reported that his agency
received 242 requests in the month
Questions About The Affordable Care Act'
March and completed 213 of
of
(Obamacarel Call Me Today!
those. He said the main attention
for his workers currently is focused
Over 28 Yeats experience Sewing Murray & Calloway County!
on paving which is in the start-up
113 S. 4th St, on the Square •(270) 761-1010 = stages currently. MI

Life • Health • Annuities

•
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Calloway County Jailer Ken
Claud was in attendance Tuesday
and told the Court about policy
changes that are being mandated
by the Kentucky Department of
Corrections.
He said most of the items listed
in the policy are not much different
from what has been issued in previous years. but there were some
notable additions to the new policy.
"For instance, there's a new
thing for deputy jailers. Where
before, they had to have 16 hours
of in-service training, now they're
going to be required to have 24,"
Claud said. "In addition, you have
things like all of our new hires,
within 30 days of employment
have to have had medical awareness training."

Robert Billington Jr. & Associates, LLC
INSURANCE

tilitintSyst
Intel:317j" 129

First, Second and

to Calloway County Fire-Rescue.
The Murray-Callloway County
Ambulance Service - which is
run by Murray-Calloway County
Hospital - actually oversees the
unit handling the extrication duty,
which is why Ambulance Service
Director Marty Barnett's name appears on the bid quote from Wynn
as the person of contact.
The bid includes quotes for
such pieces of equipment as cutters, spreaders, a hydraulic hose
and hose reel, along with a 40-inch
ram and ram kit.
"This is very specialized equipment that looks like could be used
by our people, and it is my recommendation that we accept this bid,"
Elkins said moments before the
magistrates approved the measure
unanimously.
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11,1 DAVE SAYS
By Dave Ramsey
Loan converts
to scholarship

Ledger & Imes
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Dear Dave,
I'm a senior in high school here in
Arkansas,and I think I want to study
business in college. I've gotten an unusual
offer from a small, out-of-state school.
It revolves around a $3,000 student loan
program, where the loan converts to a
scholarship if I maintain a grade point
average of 3.3 or higher. Tuition at this
college costs about $34,000 a year, so I
was wondering what you think about the
idea.
Garrett
Dear Garrett,
I'm glad you're thinking about the
future. But this is not my favorite idea,
because you could end up with a loan.
In business,one of the things we look
at is return on investment. If I can go
to one place where tuition's $34,000 a
year, but I could go to another place
that's in-state for about $7,000, the
question becomes this: Am I going to
get a five times better education — or is
my income going to be five times greater — by going to the expensive school? I
think most of us who have been walking
around a while would say no.
Your income will not be based on
where you went to school,and it won't
necessarily even be based on your grade
point average. It will be based on your
ability to take what you learned into the
marketplace, kill something and drag it
home.This has as much,if not more,to
do with your initiative, your perseverance,character qualities and integrity
as where you went to school.
One of the great jokes in America
today is that where you go to school
matters. Some places may have better
programs M certain areas than others,
but is this particular college — which
I'm guessing isn't a prestige school,
since you didn't mention the name —
five times better than a solid in-state
school like Arkansas State or the University of Arkansas? No,it's not.
I don't think you're going to get a
return on your investment overall in

this picture, Garrett. Add to that this
little student loan nuance,and the fact
that they're not giving you enough "free
money" to make this a good deal, I
would have to say don't do it.
—Dave

When to buy
a better car?
My wife and I are following your plan,
and we're in the middle of the Baby Steps.
Do we have to wait until Bab) Step 7 to
buy a new car?
Alan
Dear Alan,
No,you don't have to drive a beater
until you pay off your house. My advice
is to drive the minimum car you can
until you get past the first three steps.
Remember,Baby Step 1 is a beginner
emergency fund of $1,000. Baby Step 2 is
paying off all debt except for your house,
then Baby Step 3 is fully funding your
emergency fund with three to six months
of expenses.
Once you've done all that,then you can
move up to a nice car. I didn't say move
up to a new car. I want you to save up
cash a get a really nice, barely used car.
I never advise buying a brand new car
unless you have a net worth of at least $1
million. At that point, you've got enough
assets in place to where you won't even
feel the massive hit in depreciation that
comes with buying a new vehicle.
But until then,drive good used cars.
That's what the typical millionaire did,
and I want you to model your financial
behavior after people who are in the position you want to be in some day!
—Dave
* Dave Ramsey is America's trusted voice on
money and business, and CEO ofRamsey Solutions. He has authored seven best-selling books.
The Dave Ramsey Show is heard by more than
ii million listeners each week on more than 550
radio stations and digital outlets. Dave's latest
project, EveryDollar, provides afree online budget tool. Follow Dave on Twitter at @DaveRamsey and on the web at daveramsey.com.

Murray-Calloway County
Community Foundation:
Designated Endowment
funded by a life insurance
policy by Harold Hurt
Special to the Ledger
We recently had the opportunity to establish our
first Designated Endowment
funded with a life insurance
policy on the life of the donor, Janice Paschall Nix. Nix
has established a Designated
Endowment for the Glendale
Road Church of Christ.
Nix is a lifelong resident of
Murray and Calloway County and a graduate of Murray
High School and Murray
State University. She served
our community as a social
worker with the Commonwealth of Kentucky. Her husband, Billy Rue Nix,graduated from Murray High School
and Murray State University
and served our community as
an educator with the Calloway County School District
until his retirement.
Here is how the Janice
Nix Endowment for Glendale Road Church of Christ
was set-up. Janice has a life
insurance policy issued by
WoodmenLife. She named
the Murray-Calloway County Community Foundation as
the beneficiary for the purpose of establishing the Janice Paschall Nix Endowment
for Glendale Road Church
of Christ. A Designated Endowment Agreement was
executed between Janice and
our community foundation.
Upon her death, the life insurance proceeds in excess
of $28,000 will be paid to
our community foundation to
fund the endowment.
In addition, she changed
the ownership of the life insurance policy to our community foundation. This en-

.$1witty
.

(0
FOUNDATION'
Article 66

ables her to make a charitable
contribution to our foundation each year in the amount
of the life insurance premium
and receive the federal and
state income tax deduction.
The community foundation
will then use the annual contribution to pay the insurance
premium.
Once the endowment is
funded, the Glendale Road
Church of Christ will receive an annual gift in perpetuity from the earnings of
the endowment. This is truly
the gift that keeps on giving. In the event the Glendale Church of Christ should
cease to exist, the annual gift
would go to-another church in
our community of the same
denomination.
During the course of establishing the endowment,
I asked Janice a couple of
questions.
First, I asked her what
prompted her to set up the endowment.
"I learned about our community foundation by reading the weekly articles in
the Murray Ledger & Times.
Two of those articles really
impressed me about the possibility of establishing a gift
that would support the church
forever. The first article was
about the establishment of the
first community foundation
in Cleveland, Ohio, and how
much good it had accomplished during its years of
existence. The second article

was about the Annie Gardner
Foundation in Mayfield and it
reminded of how much good
it had done for clients that I
helped during my career as a
social worker," Nix said.
Second, I asked her why
she chose the Glendale Road
Church of Christ to be the
beneficiary, She said, "I believe in the long range benefit
the church will make in our
community by helping Christians serve God and become
better citizens."
Nix is just another example of one of our own ensuring an enhanced future for
our community from genera- c
tion to generation in perpetuity. Our community foundation was formed for the sole
purpose of providing options ",
for our friends and citizens to ti
leave a legacy that will insure :1
the future of the non-profits :1
that serve our community.
If you have any interest in !"
establishing a Designated Endowment to be funded with a ".s•
life insurance policy or in- t->
terest in establishing another
type of endowment, feel free
to contact me or any of our
board members. We are an
all-voluntary board and are
dedicated to improving the
quality of life for our commu- •
nity through strengthening
our non-profits for the present and generations to come. To learn more about MCCCF and how you can get
involved, visit mcccf.org or
contact Harold Hurt, President of MCCCF,at 270-7616880 or any of the following board members: Linda
Avery: 270-753-0060, Gary
Brockway: 270-753-0503,
Matt Hale: 270-753-5411,
Sarah Jones: 270-227-8010,
Brian Overbey: 270-7672000, Dick Weaver: 270753-2899, Zach Dunlap:
270-816-3880.•
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•ATTORNEY...
From front
case. Calloway County Commonwealth Attorney Mark
Blankenship told Jameson
that some 400 pages of discovery were sent to the defense team Monday, which
Riedel confirmed, with the
added comment that time will
be needed to sort through that
evidence.
Jameson also asked Blankenship about the progress
of the Kentucky State Police
crime lab in examining other
evidence in the case. Blankenship responded that much evidence is still to be examined.
"From what we've seen, it
usually takes about six months
to get everything through,
and that's what we're hoping
on this," Blankenship said.
"That's going to be the most
major part of our case."
There was discussion on
one particular piece of evidence Tuesday, this having to
do with a Blue Ray disc that
Blankenship said contains
what he called incriminating
evidence against Pacheco.
"We're going to need to get
an expert on this to translate
(from Spanish to English)
what is on there," Blankenship told Jameson.
Riedel asked for permission to hear the disc once it is
translated, which Blankenship
said he would grant, as well
as providing transcripts of the
translation.
"Being that we've just
received (the discovery evidence). I think I'd like to get
another status hearing about
60 to 90 days down the road,"
Lynch said, receiving her
wish in the form of Jameson
setting the next status hearing
for 1:30 p.m. July 8.0
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After numerous long nights highlighted by plenty ofhealthy debate and number crunching,the Kentucky General Assembly finally reached an agreement on the two-year state budget early Thursday
morning. We were pleased with the bipartisan effort
shown by all Senate members,House members,and
respective staff. In the end, we are confident that the
budget passed on Friday is a structurally-balanced
budget that addresses our most vital areas of government without jeopardizing the financial soundness of our children'i future.

1406 TIGHT...
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Legislative
Update

The Senate's main objective throughout budget
negotiations was to confront Kentucky's $36 billion
Sen. Stan
Humphries unfunded pension liability, which has undoubtedly
(R - Cadiz) jeopardized the financial stability of our Commonwealth. Kentucky's pension systems were ranked at
the top of the worst-funded of all 50 states.
Thankfully, after nearly three weeks of negotiations, the Senate
and the House reached a budget compromise that leaves our state
with one of the most conservative and responsible budget documents
we have seen in many years.
The compromise settled on a 4.5 percent reductico to funding
for institutions of higher education with the exception of Kentucky
State University in Frankfort, which is fully funded.This budget also
exempts KET, K-12 education, and Learning and Results Services
(LARS)from any funding reductions.
The compromise budget appropriates $973 million to the Kentucky Teachers' Retirement Systems, an additional $186 million to
the Kentucky Retirement Systems, and $125 million in the form of a
contribution to the "Permanent Fund," which will be a depository of
certain surplus funds used to stabilize the pension funds in the most
peril.
Some priority areas were shielded from cuts. Highlights of those
include:
$175 million for a budget reserve trust fund;
fully funding public schools through 12th grade;
fully funding anti-heroin legislation from 2015;
pay raises for state troopers;
fully funding Kentucky Educational Television;
restoring funding to the Brain Injury Alliance of Kentucky;
preserving the Kentucky One Stop Business Portal; and
allocating a $5 million bond pool for Kentucky state parks.
We also passed a two-year road plan that funds the Transportation Cabinet. It includes $280 million for bridge repair and replacement, nearly $300 million for interstate maintenance, $680 million
for national highways,and $421 million for surface transportation. It
includes $2.345 billion in federal funds to cover projects across the
state.
While the budget was being debated,several important bills were
signed into law by Governor Bevin:
Senate Bill (SB) 193 will provide insurance coverage for
children with special nutrition needs.
House Bill(HB)40, which allows for the expungement of
some Class D felonies from criminal records.The bill would expunge
only 61, of Kentucky's nearly 400 Class D felonies, but that constitutes 70 percent of the state's Class D felon population.
SB 56 increases the look-back window for DUI offenses
from five years to 10 years.
SB 179,known as the "ABLE Act," will help establish edu•
cation savings accounts for people with disabilities.
SB 43, also known as the "John Mackey Memorial Act,"
•
provides death benefits to families of EMS workers killed in the line
of duty.
SB 195 provides death benefits to families of firefighters who
• •
die from cancer caused by their line-of-duty work.
SB 216 removes county clerks' signatures from marriage
•
licenses and allows for only one marriage license form.
HB 428 amends Kentucky's dog-fighting ban to also make it
•
illegal to promote the practice. It also makes the owning,possessing,
keeping, breeding, training, selling, or transferring of dogs intended
for use in fighting a felony punishable by one year to five years in
prison. The measure would not apply to hunting dogs,dogs that guard
livestock, service dogs,or companion dogs.
It has been an honor to be your voice in Frankfort during this 2016
Session. However, my work is not done as we continue to debate
issues during the interim. Please do not hesitate to contact me or my
office if there is anything we can do for you.
If you have any questions or comments about these issues or any
other public policy issue,please call me toll-free at 1-800-372-7181 or
email me at Stan.Humphries@LRC.ky.gov. You can also stay up-todate on the budget negotiations and other legislative actions throughout the session by logging onto the Legislative Research Commission
(LRC)website at wwwirciy.gov or by calling the LRC toll-free bill
status line at 866-840-2835. For committee meeting schedules,please
call the meeting information line at 800-633-9650.111
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Getting the news from poetry
Ask me to give a talk
in April, and it's poetry
you'll be hearing, no matter what. And if the topic
is announced to the group
in advance, some will manufacture a flimsy reason to
skip the event. Others smile
in anticipation as they put
the date on the calendar because, in some deep recess
of the brain, you secretly
love poetry. It's buried deep
in your pockets, tucked in
the cushions of the couch,
or pressed between the pages of an old book you have
not opened in years, waiting
to be re-discovered.
Right now there is plenty to love about poetry because it's spring and, as ee
cummings put it, the world
is "mud luscious" and "puddle wonderful."
This is the season when
fists of glossy green burst
into purple iris, when lilacs
trail their sweet aroma over
lawns and porch rockers.
In April, which also happens to be National Poetry

Month, dusk brings pangs
of longing, the time of day
when you could get in the
car and drive forever, past
the sunset and into a new
moon.
Think of the sounds of
spring, unheard in winter
when windows are shut
tight. We hide indoors,
fleeing the cold and dark.
Spring begins the long
,s44tiqp summer,when we
traVetTack in memory to
childhood, when the tick of
the jump rope ran counterpoint to one of the age-old
rhymes:All in together girls,
how do you like the weather
girls? Hitch! Hatch! All the
months are here.
James Wright captured
spring in his poem, "A
Blessing." He describes
driving with a friend somewhere close to Rochester, Minnesota. "Twilight
bounds softly forth on the
grass," is the way he puts it,
and he stops the car to take
in the spectacle.
Two ponies come for-

simple and profound.
How fortunate we are
to be in Kentucky, where
spring begins with the pale
flush of redbuds as they
begin to bloom, and poetry
is part of the literary heritage. For some homegrown
inspiration, take a look at
Wendell Berry's poetry,
available at http://www.
wendellberrybooks.corn/
I'll stop right I re so you
can find your • *ems on
this spring day, and be reminded, as William Carlos
Williams said:
"It is difficult to get the
news from poems yet men
die miserably every day for
lack of what is found there."
A prolific source for poems on every subject, the
Academy of American Poets provides all sorts of poetic possibilities. Log on at
https://www.poets.org/poetThe poem ends there,and sorg/browse-poems-poets.
if you read the whole thing
Read Main Street online at
out loud, the final words www.murrayledger
com. Concatch in your throat. Spring tact the columnist at constancebrings its own truth, both alexander@twc.com

ward, as if
to welcome
travthe
elers, and
then the poetic magic
begins:
" W e
step over
the barbed Main Street
wire into By Constance
Alexander
the pasture Ledger & Times
Where
Columnist
they have
been grazing all day, alone."
The interlopers are welcomed and the horses "bow
shyly as wet swans."
The tenderness of the exchange between horse and
human is stunning.
"Suddenly I realize
That if I stepped out of
my body I would break
Into blossom."

So Much Concerned About His Soul
We have a copy of the
letter in the Bolin family
archives. I think a distant aunt or cousin has
the original. I cannot
remember when I first
saw the letter, but now a
framed copy of it hangs
on my History Department office wall. I always glance at the letter
before going out the door
to class for the purpose
of inspiration, to inspire
me to value the worth of
each one of my students,
to inspire me to care for
them.
The letter was written
on April 10, 1893 to my
grandfather, Wesley Lafayette Bolin,a student at
Clinton College in Hickman County in far western Kentucky. Founded
in 1873 as an academy
for young women,,Clinton College graduates
often found their way
to Wellesley. Later, the
institution became coeducational, but with
enrollments
declining
it closed in 1915. In
1893, however, Clinton
College still flourished,
and Amanda Melvina
Hicks, a cousin of Abra-

ham Lincoln, both taught
there and served as the
college president, a remarkable achievement
for a woman at a denominational college in far
western Kentucky in the
1890s. Hicks served as
president of Clinton College from 1880 to 1894.
Then in the Spring of
1893, President Hicks
wrote this letter to my
grandfather. Although
she sent the letter to my
grandfather, the missive
really concerned my
Eugene,
Great-Uncle
also a student at Clinton
College and the "character" of the Bolin family.
I grew up listening to
stories my father would
tell about his "Uncle
Gene," and despite his
uncle's shenanigans, my
father, another Wesley,
had a twin brother named
Eugene after his Uncle
Gene. So, my Great-Uncle Gene must have had
some qualities worthy
Anyof emulation.
way, Amanda M. Hicks
seemed to be especially concerned about the
prospects of one Eugene
Bolin. Read the letter,

and see for
yourself:
"Clinton
College,
10.
Apr.
[18]93
Mr. Wesley Bolin—
Home and
My dear
Away
pupil.
By James
I am very Duane Bolin
anxious Ledger & Times
Columnist
that Eugene
should hear
the lecture tonight. The
subject is "God's Message to the World." It
may do Eugene a great
deal of good to hear it.
He told me he would
stay at home and that
you were coming. If
you can so arrange that
he can come I shall be
much pleased even if you
have to stay at home. I
say this because I am so
much concerned about
his soul.
Your friend and teacher
Amanda M. Hicks"

Great-Uncle Gene made
it to the lecture that evening. And I never knew
what the speaker said
in his lecture, "God's
Message to the World."
There is a great deal that
I do not know.
I do know, however,
that here was a teacher
who cared so much for
one of her students that
she took the time to write
to the student's brother—
my grandfather—asking
him to make a sacrifice
for the sake of his brother. In short, the teacher
wanted young Eugene to
come to the lecture because she was "so much
concerned about his
soul."
I don't know if Amanda Hicks inspired Eugene
to come to the lecture, or
to attend to his schooling or his soul, but I do
know that she inspires
me today. She inspires
me to care for my students more, to recognize
in them seeds of worth
and even greatness.

Duane Bolin teaches ffi the DeA great deal of myspartmentofHistory at Mwray State
tery surrounds this letter. University. lk may be readied at
I never found out if my jbolinernmrraynate.edk.
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Robert Donald Heine,80 of Casey ville, Kentucky,died
Monday
April 18,2016.
He was born in Dekoven, Kentucky,on July 27,1935 to
Vivian
Bell and Robert Heine.
He graduated from Sturgis High School and received a
degree
from Murray State University. Don was an outstanding athlete and
was classified as an All-American with the Murray State football
program. He was honored to be inducted into the MSU Football
Hall of Fame. Don's athleticism also allowed him to be drafted by
the Chicago Bears. He was a lifetime farmer and proud of the legacy of stewardship he provided to his land. Greatness is earned in
life. He was a great man.
He was preceded in death by his parents and a son, Shelby
Shawn Heine.
Mr. Heine is survived by his wife of57 years,Glenda Sue Brown
Heine of Caseyville; three sons, Dr. Donnie Heine of Paducah, Dr.
Kember Heine of Sturgis and Dr. Tory Heine of Paducah; 13 grandchildren and four great-grandchildren.
Funeral services will be at 1 p.m. Friday,April 22,2016 at Whitsell Funeral Home,Sturgis, with Marvin Lagle and Josh Tharp officiating. Burial will be in Casey ville Cemetery,Caseyville. Visitation will be 5-8 p.m. Thursday,April 21,2016 and Friday, April 22,
2016 from 11 a.m. until the service hour at the funeral home.
Memorial contributions may be made to Dekoven Methodist
Church.
Online condolences may be left at www.whitsellfuneralhome.
corn.
Whitsell Funeral Home,Sturgis, is in charge of arrangements.
ams,Aiden Bransford and Noah Adams.
Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield, is in charge of arrangements.

III NEW YORK...
From front
by of the Manhattan tower bearing
his name. He peppered his brash
remarks with more references to
the economy and other policy proposals than normal, reflecting the
influence of a new team of advisers seeking to professionalize his
campaign.
Clinton's triumph padded her
delegate lead over rival Bernie
Sanders and put her 80 percent of
the way to clinching the Democratic nomination that eluded her
eight years ago. In a shift toward
the general election, she made a
direct appeal to Sanders loyal supporters, telling them she believes
"there is more that unites us than
divides us."
Exit polls suggested Democrats
were ready to rally around whoever the party nominates. Nearly 7
in 10 Sanders supporters in New
York said that they would definitely or probably vote for Clinton if
she is the party's pick.
Sanders energized young peo-

ple and liberals in New York, as
he has across the country, but it
wasn't enough to pull off the upset
victory he desperately needed to
change the trajectory of the Democratic race. Still, the Vermont senator vowed to keep competing.
"We've got a shot to victory,"
Sanders said in an interview with
The Assnriated Press. However,
his senior adviser Tad Devine said
later that the campaign planned
to "sit back and assess where we
are" after a string of contests next
week.
Of the 247 Democratic delegates at stake in New York, Clinton picked up at least 135 while
Sanders gained at least 104.
The fight for New York's delegate haul consumed the presidential contenders for two weeks, an
eternity in the fast-moving White
House race. Candidates blanketed
every corner of New York,bidding
for votes from Manhattan and the
surrounding boroughs to the working class cities and rural enclaves
that dot the rest of the state.•

FUNERAL NOTICE
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
Euva Myrdene Towery,89
Funeral service will be at 10 a.m. Wednesday,April 20,2016
at the funeral home. Burial will follow in Green Plain Cemetery.
Lorene Nanny Geurin,93
Funeral service will be at 1 p.m. Wednesday, April 20,2016
at the funeral home. Burial will follow in Barnett Cemetery.

JORDAN FERGUSON / Ledger & Times
Pinwheels are shown Tuesday afternoon on the lawn of the
Murray office of CASA by the Lakes. The blue pinwheel has
become a national symbol for child abuse prevention; this
simple image reminds everyone that all children deserve a
happy, safe childhood.

GOP's Bevin vows
to investigate his •Paducah JUDGE...
adopting children they fosfront
predecessor, Beshear From
ter.
Beshear.
By ADAM BEAM
Associated Pcress
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Kentucky's Republican governor
said Tuesday he is hiring a private
law firm to help investigate his
Democratic predecessor for what
he said were potentially illegal procurement practices.
Republican Gov. Matt Bevin
said the firm will assist the state's
Finance Cabinet in scrutinizing
no-bid contracts and also reports
of state workers being forced to
make political donations by the administration of former Gov. Steve
Beshear.. Under state Jaw, the priJOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times vate firm will have the power to
Calloway Circuit Judge James Jameson listens to attorney Dennis Null, left, and Calloway subpoena witnesses and documents.
"Let's be clear: corruption and
Commonwealth Attorney Mark Blankenship as they discuss the case of defendant Jerry
pay-to-play, or pay-to-stay, will not
Wayne Walker Jr. Tuesday afternoon in Calloway Circuit Court.
be tolerated in this administration,"
Bevin told reporters, reading from a
statement at the Capitol. He refused
to answer questions.
also was allegedly engaged in some four years after this
From front
Beshear called Bevin's inquiry a
an affair with a fellow school agreement was entered into "pathetic spectacle" and said the acafter he faced murder charges
employee.
is his only violation of this cusations "have absolutely no basis
for his alleged involvement in
Walker was sentenced to a agreement. This conviction, in truth."
a fatal fire in 1998 at a Murthree-year jail sentence in Pa- in the defense's opinion, was
-At some point, Matt Bevin has
ray State high-rise. dormitoducah, but that instantly put very much predicated on these to realize there is a time to campaign
ry. That case concluded with
him back in play with the Cal- tampering charges. Addition- and a time to govern," Beshear said
a trial in Marshall County in
loway system. That led to his ally the defendant will serve in a news release.
which a jury found him not
attorney, Dennis Null, issuing time in prison related to the
Bevin's announcement escalates
guilty, but shortly -thereafter
a motion asking Jameson not charges in McCracken Coun- the political war between the two
he was pleading guilty to the
to revoke the '12 diversion.
ty, as they are not probatable." administrations. Bevin and Beshear
tampering charges in relation
"This case has a long proceThe motion also accuses have been at odds for months,startto the fire.
dural history stretching back Blankenship of attempting ing with a dispute over Beshear's
That resulted in a diversion
more than 15 years, which to use the conviction in Mc- appointment of his wife to an undeal calling for Walker to,
the defendant believes is Cracken County -in the hope paid state commission post and
among other things, not comhighly relevant to the court's that (Walker) will admit that continuing on to a battle over Kenmit a felony for 10 years, othdecision and which the court he set the fire at Hester Hall tucky's health care system. Beshear
erwise he would be subject to
may only be familiar with a and therefore circumvent the has launched a nonprofit critical of
serve 10 years in jail. The Mcportion thereof," Null's mo- jury's verdict during the sec- Bevin's health care policies that is
Cracken case in which he was
tion begins, going into, nearly ond trial(A 2001 trial in Hop- raising money to "educate voters."
found guilty of perjury, tamchapter by chapter, the path kinsville ended in a mistrial)."
Earlier this month, Beshear's
pering with physical evidence
that his client's case has taken
"He's just trying to get pro- son, Attorney General Andy
and tampering with a witness
since the fire that claimed the bation," Blankenship said af- Beshear, sued Bevin over his midin relation to an alleged 2013
life of one MSU student and ter Tuesday's session.
year budget cuts. That case awaits a
incident that resulted in Pa- seriously injured another.
Null refused to comment hearing Thursday.
ducah City Schools firing him
"The diversion agreement on the case, choosing to tell
At his Capitol appearance,Bevin
from administrator's position
contained several conditions reporters "we'll just let what's accused the Beshear administration
for being derelict of his duties
including community ser- in those papers tell every-S of threatening to fire state employas a school official during a vice, a letter of apology and thing."
ees if they did not make donations
track meet in Louisville.
remaining drug and alcohol
Jameson set a 1:30 p.m. to Democratic political campaigns
principal
of
assistant
The
free subject to random drug July 8 date for Walker's sen- and causes. Without citing specifPaducah Middle School at
screenings. The defendant tencing. This will come exact- ics, Bevin said state workers have
to
the time, Walker is alleged
completed his required com- ly a week after he is sentenced "stepped forward on numerous ochave altered photographs that, munity service for the four in McCracken County.
casions" and added they were coduring his trial, he claimed years and even exceeded the
Individuals facing charges erced into making donations "out
had been taken during the
required hours. His convic- are presumed innocent until of fear of loss of their jobs or other
track meet, at which time he tion in McCracken County proven guilty.•
retribution."
Beshear's administration has
faced such accusations before. In
2014, the Executive Branch Ethics
Commission imposed a $5,000 fine
on a deputy secretary in Beshear's
line business, I will have no technology, like wireless and
By TOM BELL
Justice and Public Safety Cabinet
way to connect with anybody broadband Internet, to provide
Associated Press
for calling his employees at home
else, unless I get in my truck basic service. Maine is the first
and telling them how much they
to end basic phone service manWH1TEFIELD, Maine(AP) and drive out," he said.
should donate to Beshear's 2011
Maine is joining a grow- dates in communities where
- Peter Froehlich lives at the
re-election campaign. The deputy
end of a mile-long dirt road in ing group of states that have there is competition, said Sher- wasn't prosecuted and has denied
a part of Maine where pickup passed laws to limit or remove ry Lichtenberg, principal at the making threats.
trucks share the right of way requirements that telephone National Regulatory Research
And Tim Longmeyer, the forwith wandering dairy cows. companies provide traditional. Institute.
mer Personnel Cabinet secretary
it
will
FairPoint said that
The local cable company won't price-controlled phone service
under Beshear, pleaded guilty to
run a line down the road, and - in essence, moving toward still offer landline service inn federal bribery charges on Tueshis cellphone is useless be- a day when plain old landline those areas, but that the service day, charges that include using his
cause he lives in a wireless phone service goes from an quality and price will be left to position to steer contributions to
endangered species to extinct. the free market.
dead zone.
Democratic campaigns. Bevin citis considerCalifornia
Now Froehlich, 70, worries Concern is acute in Maine, the
ed Longmeyer on Tuesday, saying
a new Maine law will eventu- most rural state and the one ing similar legislation. Ohio. records show he, his family and an
ally allow the telephone com- with the oldest average popu- Michigan and Kentucky have alleged co-conspirator in the case
passed laws allowing telephone
pany to unplug him from the lation.
donated more than $23,000 to Andy
Thirteen states in the past companies to stop offering tra- Beshear's
plain old telephone service he
campaign for attorney
three years have said telephone ditional phone service and are
depends on.
general. II
"If they get out of the land- companies can use alternative now determining how to imple-

•WALKER returns to Calloway•••

States move toward making endangered land lines extinct

Henschel's
appearance
"The Family Court has should add vigor to an event
played a huge role in my that Boyd said is continuing
life," Judge Henschel said to grow.
in the article. "Through fos"Already, for next year,
ter parenting and adoption, we're finding that we're
my own family was created probably going to have to
within the walls of the fam- find a place that's bigger
ily courtroom and my entire than where we'll be (this
career has been in the Fami- week)," Boyd said. "As far
ly Court. It is a true honor'to as places available, the fairnow be in a position to sit on grounds are the biggest place
the other side of the bench. I we could find for now. This
will work hard to serve fam- is a good problem to have,
ilies fairly and with respect. though, because it means
It is an honor to be appointed people are getting involved
to this position and I hope to with this and wanting to be
serve our community's fami- part of our mission.
lies for years to come."
"CASA stands for Court
At the time of her ap- Appointed Special Advopointment.
Kentucky.gov cates, which means we really
said, Henschel was serving have an-important job in the
her sixth year as assistant lives of children who are in
McCracken County attorney very bad situations."
and director of the McCrackBoyd said about 20 seats
en County Attorney's Child remain for Thursday's event.
Support Office. She also was To reserve a seat, contact
leading a private adoption CASA by the Lakes at 270practice to assist foster par- 761-0164."•
ents with taking the step of

United
Way
Please support the
United Way of
Murray-Calloway YOU)" Gilt
County

Matters
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COMMUNITY
PATEBOOK
Photo provided
AND
ARTS
MMS
NIGHT:
HUMANITIES
Murray Middle School's
annual Arts and Humanities
Night will be Thursday, April
21 at 6:30 p.m. Student art
work completed or demonstrated from instruction they
received this year in art,
music, technology and PE
classes as well as band and
choir will be on display. The
event will conclude with a
reception and art awards in
the cafeteria. Admission is
free and the community is
invited to attend. Pictured,
from left are Chellam Antony
and Mason Lu standing in
front of some of the eighthgrade art work at MMS.

HWC to host luncheon
The Hazel Woman's Club will host its annual
Senior Citizens and Veterans Luncheon on Saturday, April 23 at 11:30 a.m. at the Hazel Community Center. All senior citizens and veterans
in the Hazel community are invited to attend the
free luncheon.

Rebate night to be held
South Pleasant Grove Family Ties Relay
Martha
will.aponsot a rebate night at Mr. Gatti'S
Teani
nney Andrus
April 21 from 4-9 p.m. All proThursday,
on
Community editor
ceeds will go to Relay for Life.

Quilt Lovers will meet
The Quilt Lovers quilting group will meet Thursday,April 21 at 6
p.m. in the Senior Citizens Center at the Weaks Community Center.
All quilters are welcome.

Blood donation opportunity

An opportunity to donate blood to the American Red Cross will
be Thursday, April 21 from 12:30-5:30 p.m. at First Presbyterian
Church, 1601 Main Street. To make an appointment to give blood,
visit redcrossblood.org or call 1-800-733-2767.

Benefit Dance to be held

The Night Moves Dance Club will sponsor a benefit dance on Saturday, April 23 at the Traders Mall Music Barn,6900 Benton Road,
Paducah,from 7-10 p.m. Entry is $5 and all proceeds will benefit the
National Multiple Sclerosis Society. Music will be provided by the
Just Breakin' Even band.

Car show to be in Aurora
The Women of the Aurora Community Park Activities Committee
will host the ninth annual spring "Time to Shine" car show in Aurora on Saturday, April 23 from 9 a.m. - 2 p.m. There will be games,
prizes, food and stage entertainment. All proceeds will go to a local
charity. For more information,call Bonnie at 270-354-8467 or 270205- 1501 .

Automobile Club to meet

The Twin Lakes Region of the Antique Automobile Club of
America will meet Thursday, April 21 at 6 p.m. at The Crossroads
restaurant. Club membership is open to anyone with an interest in
automobiles. For more information, contact Howard Brandon at
270-753-5960 or Charles Forberg at 270-436-2735.

CASA to host dinner/program
Friends of CASA are hosting their annual event on Thursday,
April 21 at the Murray-Calloway County Fairgrounds. A CASA
County Fair and Silent Auction will be at 6 p.m. followed by dinner
and the program at 7 p.m. Reservations are required as seating is
limited. For more information, contact Angelia Melvin Boyd,executive director, at 270-761-0164.

MMS Technology Committee to meet
The Murray Middle School Technology Commiitee will.meet
Thursday. April 21 at 3:20 p.m. in the library. All interested-aii invited to attend.

Medicare informational meeting planned
Cheryl Oakes, Senior Medicare Patrol, will present a brief informational meeting on Medicare and the service provided by her
*.ency on Thursday, April 21 from 12:30-2 p.m. at Wesley at Wes-Fy Murray Meadow, 440 Utterback Road. For more information,
tntact Dawn Greehill at 270-753-7735. -

AM!Support Group will meet
.

The NAMI/Family Support Group will meet Thursday, April 21
6:30 p.m. at the Educational Services Building at Murray-Calloay County Hospital. The support group is for family and friends
someone diagnosed with a mental illness such as bi-polar. major
depression, schizophrenia, obsessive-compulsive disorder, panic
disorder, post-traumatic stress disorder and borderline personality
disorder. At each meeting, a sharing and support time lets attendees
be heard in a safe, confidential and welcoming environment. For
more information, call 270-748-6133.

Free health screening to be offered
The Murray-Calloway County Hospital's Wellness Works will offer a free community health screening on Thursday, April 21 from
8-1Q a.m. at the Weaks Community Center,607 Poplar. Screenings
will be done on blood pressure and osteoporosis. For more information,call 270-762-1348.

Evening of Chocolate to be held
The Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Club will present
its Evening of Chocolate Delight on Thursday, April 28 from 5:30-7
p.m. at the Murray Woman's Clubhouse, 704 Vine. Tickets are $10
kid all proceeds with benefit CASA - Court Appointed Special Adlipcates. Tickets may be purchased at The Murray Ledger & Times,
rurray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce,any Kappa mem.tier or at the door.

'P

SU Horticulture to host plant sale

,i The Murray State University Horticulture Department will host
Its annual Spring Plant Sale on Saturday, April 23 from 8 a.m. until
noon at the Murray State Greenhouse and Arboretum at the Pullen
farm. They will be selling bedding plants, mixed hanging baskets,
. mixed one and three gallon pots, tomatoes, peppers and various
• herbs. For questions, email jreed18@murraystate.edu.

Photo provided
Confederacy
the
of
Daughters
United
the
of
Members
MONTH:
HISTORY
ATE
CONFEDER
805 were at City Hall during the signing of a proclamation declaring April as Confederate
History Month. Pictured, from left, are Carolyn Tidwell, Brenda Call, Frances Spillman and
Donna Jackson.

Murray State University to
participate in JOT Program
Special to the Ledger
Murray State University has
been chosen as one of four institutions in the country to participate in the 2016 Japanese Outreach Initiative (J01) Program.
JO!, jointly administered by
The Laurasian Institution and
Japan Foundation Center for
Global Partnership. sends a Japanese coordinator to the chosen
site for two years to plan and
implement community outreach
activities about Japanese culture,
society, and language. Yoko Hatakeyama, lecturer of Japanese
at Murray State. sought out this
opportunity, which will benefit the local community, region,
and state.
"Murray State is excited to
provide additional Japanese programs and instruction through
this award by JO!," said Dr.
Staci Stone, interim dean of
the College of Humanities and
Fine Arts. "The College will
provide a home base for the coordinator, I will supervise her

activities. and Japanese faculty
and students will assist the coordinator with acclimation and
networking. We look forward to
the increased opportunities for
those interested in Japan to take
advantage of new workshops.
lessons, and presentations."
The Japanese coordinator,
who will arrive in Murray this
August, will work with local
schools and libraries, the Fun
with Languages program and
clubs and companies in the region. The purpose of this pro-fold: the volunteer
gram is two
promotes interest in and study of
Japan to create a better awareness and understanding in the
community while fostering
the desire for leadership roles
through exchanges similar to
this one.
"It is an honor to have been
selected for this award by JOI
and the collaborating organizations." said Stone. "This collaboration bodes well for Japanese
language instruction, location of

'Goshen UMC to open food pantry

will present its Silver An*
* The Jackson Purchase Dance Company
at 2 p.m. at Lovett Audi23
April
Saturday.
on
'versary Dancefest
rium on the campus of Murray State University. This performance
will be the 25th anniversary season of the company with dancers
from the past 25 years performing. A reception will follow the performance. Admission is $8 for adults: $6 for students under 16 and
children under 3 ate free.

t

'The Something For Everyone Store
305 South 12th • Inarray, KY • 270-753-7441
01155B www.dkkelley.com
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Every Donation Brings Hope
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a runn
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Elizabeth Mattingly and
Garrett Smith

; Goshen United Methodist Church will open its food pantry on Friday,April 22 and Saturday,April 23 from 10 a.m.- noon.The church
is located at 4726 State Route 121 N. in the Stella community.

Pance company to present Dancefest

Japanese companies, and international exchanges for the citizens of Kentucky."
Murray State offers a thriving major and minor in Japanese. Murray State students
have won awards at the Annual Tennessee Area Japanese
Speech Contest for three consecutive years, and alumni have
a successful record of admission
to the prestigious Japanese English Teaching Program.
For additional information,
especially if interested in Japanese programming for next
year, contact Stone at sstone@
murraystate.edu. For additional
information on the JOI program,
visit http://www.laurasian.org/
joi/joi_homepage.htm.•

We've all been there — you receive
an invitation to an event with a dress
code that calls for "creative black tic" or
"festive or "cocktail" attire for women
Suddenly you're more confused than if the
invitation said nothing.
Here are some of the most common
dress codes.
Dress code: Black tie for toes- this is a
tuxedo. It is more complicated for women.
technically women can wear anything
from a long dress to dressy separates or
a formed cocktail dress The best way to
figure it out is find out what the hostess is
wearing and dress accordingly.
Dress Code: Black-tie optional - men
can wear a tuxedo or a dark suit and tie. A
foolproof outfit is an ankle grazing dress
and statement jewelry for women.
Dress Code: Cocktail - for guys the
dress code is dart suit and tie for women
short cocktail dresses that are party ready.
A foolproof outfit is a LBD for women arid
suit and tie for men.
Dress Code: Casual &ploy - this is an
outfit that is slightly dressier version of
your most casual look. A foolproof outfit
is black pants, a blouse and ankle boots
for women and a blazer and jeans for men.
Dress Code- business casual - for
women pants and a blazer or a pencil skirt
and a fun blouse. Guys can wear slacks or
chinos and a collared shirt
Hopefully these suggestions will help
with your decisions on what to wear for all
your occasions this SUMMel
Of course we have the perfect outfit
for everything except your very formal
occasions.
All dresses are 25% off as well as
pants, jeans and all the sandals are 25%
off. Hopefully this will help jump start
your wardrobe for summer and you'll be
party ready.
Congratulations to Jill MeElya who
won the giveaway this week.
Like and share us on Facebook or come
in the store to register and be eiligible
New jewelry and handbags are here!
Stay tuned to nent week's fun and
fashion report

Lindsay McCrory and
Ryan Coker

CHOWLATE

Sarah Beth Wilson and
Joey McKee!

Megan Thweatt and
Brian Gending

MWC to present student art contest

The Creative Arts Department of the Murray Woman's Club will
hold its annual Student Art Contest. Entries with completed forms
should be delivered between 2:30-4 p.m. Tuesday. April 26 at the
Murray Woman's Clubhouse. Categories include drawing.fiber arts.
photography, printmaking, painting, collage, sculpture and miscelIaneous. Each student may enter one piece in each category. For
!questions and forms, contact Joetta Kelly at 270-753-8697 or Gale
Vinson at 270-753-5452.
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Charette fides 5,000 miles in support of multiple sclerosis

Baptist Health Line
celebrates 20 years

Special to The Ledger
Dr. Raymond Charette, Orthopaedic Surgeon
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital will join
32 individuals across the country on the Ride for
a Reason tour, an annual motorcycle fundraising
challenge for multiple sclerosis. The Multiple Sclerosis(MS)5000 runs April 1st through May 20th,
50 days raising money for MS.
Multiple Sclerosis is an autoimmune disease,
causing inflammation of the nervous system. There
is no cure, but there are now disease modifying
drugs which have proven to slow down the disabling course of the disease. Symptoms of the disease are increasing loss of coordination, numbness
and muscle weakness.
The fundraiser was started by endurance biker
Paul Pelland, who was diagnosed in 2005 with Relapsing Remitting Multiple Sclerosis(RRMS)after
experiencing weakness and loss of dexterity in
his hands as well as short term memory and other
cognitive problems.
Dr. Charette, a motorcycle enthusiast and orthopaedic surgeon has been riding for years. He says
there's an old saying -"Bikers always help other
bikers in need."
"I've had an uncle, a friend and a coworker
afflicted by multiple sclerosis. I thought this was a
great way to do what I love for a good cause," said
Dr. Ray Charette.
He will ride a minimum of 5,000 miles in 50
days across the country. Charette plans on a motorcycle trip to Lexington and Nashville as a part of
his travel.
You can support this effort by logging onto
www.longhaulpaul.com/ms5000/ and snaking a
contribution in Dr. Charette's name...ladonations
will benefik Ole multiple sclerosis society.
To learn more about Dr. Charette's journey as
a part of the 2016MS5000 Ride for a Reason,
Photo provided
please contact the MCCH Marketing Department at Dr. Raymond Charette is shown with his motorcycle recently. Charette is one of 32 persons participating
in the Ride for a Reason Tour.
270.762.1381 or 270.762.1382. II

Special to The Ledger
For 20 years, Baptist Health Line,
the area's only RN call center, has
provided free health information to
callers. The free,24-hour telephone
hotline took its first call on April 1,
1996.
Nurse manager Bonnie Bullard,
RN,has been with the program since
the beginning. She said its StorkLine
provides valuable information and
great comfort to new parents.
"After the doctor's office has
closed, when it starts to get dark at
night, and then fears come in, and
children's temperatures go up, we're
there," Bullard said."We're nurses. We're there 24/7 for anybody
who needs us about any healthcare
questions, and we want to serve you.
I like to really look at that as a gift to
our community."
Baptist Health Line is staffed by
registered nurses with at least three
years of hospital experience. In addition, Baptist Health Line staff has received intensive training in computer
technology and interpersonal communication. Current staff members have
a wide range of medical expertise.
Callers to the 24-hour service
receive guidance on general health
information. Questions about an
illness or injury already under a doctor's care are referred to the treating
physician. In emergency situations,
callers are referred to their emergency department of choice.
Baptist Health Line also provides
counseling to patients recently discharged from Baptist Health Paducah
and Baptist Health Madisonville.
Another service offered is the facilitation of transfers into the facility for
Paducah and after hours for Madisonville. IN
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Keith Travis, VP of Development and Teresa Eckstein, wearing wings to show her support as
a runner for the recent sixth annual Murray Half Marathon which supports the future Anna Mae
Owen Residential Hospice House.

Ray & Kay Eckstein Charitable Trust
donates $25,000 to Because She Matters
tal to provide service and help to those in need," said
Teresa Eckstein,Trustee of the Ray & Kay Eckstein
Charitable Trust.
The Ray & Kay Eckstein Charitable Trust is a
private foundation established by Ray and Kay Eckstein in 2005 as a way to share their good fortune
with others. The Eckstein's giving has primarily focused on Catholic affiliated or faith-based organizations, charities providing human services, organizations supporting families, and vibrant communities.
For more information on how you can make a
donation and support the Because She Matters campaign, contact Keith Travis, VP of Development at
area.
because
or visit www.mcchendowmentorg.
270-762-1908
initiative
this
"We are pleased to support
of the overall mission of a comm-nity based not for •
profit hospital like Murray-Calloway County Hospi-

Special to The Ledger
The Murray Calloway Endowment for Healthcare
recently received a $25,000 donation from the Ray
& Kat, Eckstein Charitable Trust to support the Because She Matters campaign.
The Because She Matters campaign has been
launched to raise money for Tomosynthesis (3-D
mammography) and Molecular breast imaging that
will detect breast cancer earlier and more effectively. The initiative is set to raise $500,000 for the purchase of the equipment which would directly benefit patients within our community and surrounding

United
Way

Please support the
United Way of
Murray-Calloway County

CALL TODAY
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WOMEN'S GOLF

PREP BASEBALL CALLOWAY COUNTY 3, LIVINGSTON CENTRAL 2

Racers'
Moo Folke
on cusp
of taking
OVC title

Stalls helps Lakers to win
1.

By BRYCE RULIO
Sports Reporter
In the wake of a seven-game
iosing streak, Calloway County
was in search of substantial redemption against the Livingston
Central Cardinals, squad that
had already defeated them 6-3 in
late March.
With Murray High on tap
for two games next week, a regained sense of self-pride was in
order now more than ever.
At the left hand of Tyce
Stalls,the Lakers found redemption Tuesday night. Within two
runs in every ball game they
have lost heading into the fifth
inning, Calloway County final-

ly found itself on the right side (Steele) hit for him beCause Tyce
of fortune this time. The Lakers is really hard on himself and, if
went up 2-0 early and held off he had negative situations on the
Livingston Central 3-2 at Lakers plate, I didn't want him to carry
that over to the mound. When
Stadium.
Stalls was brilliant on the we told him he was done after
mound with eight strikeouts in six innings and 84 pitches, I told
six innings, but it was his bat in him I needed him in the eighth
the bottom of the sixth that sent spot."
With Steele serving as the
in the game-winning run and
gave Calloway County (6-11)its designated hitter for Stalls
through five innings, Turner defirst win since April 7.
"The kid is still 14 years old cided to let Stalls hit in the No.8
and he won't turn 15 until school after being retired on the mound
is out. People forget how young in the sixth frame.
The end result couldn't have
he is," CCHS head coach Travis Turner said of Stalls. "The been more memorable. With
interesting thing about tonight two bases occupied, Stalls sent a
was that we knew he would start
II See LAKERS, Page 9A
on the mound and I had Connor

MSU Sports Information

DONNIE PASCHALL / Ledger & TimeS
Calloway County's Tyce Stalls prepares to deliver the ball
against Livingston Central on Tuesday night at Laker Field.
Stalls struck out eight and drove in the game-winning run in
a 3-2 CCHS victory.

PREP BASEBALL
MURRAY HIGH H MARSHALL COUNTY

Tigers
hammer
Marshals
All-around effort
lifts MHS to 14th win
By JEFF ARDU
Sports Editor
BENTON — Murray High
received hitting, pitching and
defense in its 11-1 District 4 win
at Marshall County on Tuesday
night.
Tanner Foster went 4-for5, with a single, two doubles, a
home run, three RBIs and a run
scored, while Cam Kelly had a
3-for-3 performance at the plate,
drove in a run and scored three
more and Ethan Back, Will Shelton and Casey Wilson all added
two hits apiece as the Tigers improved to 14-2 after registering
16 hits.
"I was trying to watch the ball
all the way to the bat, which I
wasn't doing well enough in batting practice earlier today," Foster said. "Coach Taylor told me
to watch the ball all the way to
the bat. As soon as I did that, I
was hitting the ball better."
Foster said his teammates are
all hot with their bats at the same
time.
"Our guys are hot right now,
especially Casey Wilson and
Jared Gray," Foster said. "They
have really stepped their games
up at the plate. And we have a lot
of guys who look like they are
going break through."

MHS, which built a 9-0 lead
through 5 1/2 innings, scored at
least one run in six of the seven
innings. Murray High only failed
to produce a run in the first, when
it had baserunners at first and
second with two outs.
Chase Nelson (6-0) won his
sixth game this season by dominating the Marshals (9-9) in
a complete game victory. He
worked five scoreless frames before allowing a sixth-inning RBI
single to Cole Griggs for Marshall County's only run of the
contest. Nelson fired a four-hitter while striking out eight and
walking one.
"That was a pretty wellplayed game by us. all-around,"
MHS head coach Austin Swain
said. "We had the sticks going
pretty good with a lot of solid
base hits. Chase found his groove
on the mound. This was a great
win."
Nelson said he felt comfortable on the mound.
"I felt pretty good today because the mound was pretty
sturdy. I also liked the way I felt
because (Tigers catcher) B J.(Elder) was helping me out," Nelson
said. "I know Marshall County
has some decent hitters. I had to
•See TIGERS, Page 9A

OWENS CROSSING, Ala.
— Murray State sophomore Moa
Folke carries a share of the lead
into the final round of the Ohio
Valley Conference Women's
Golf Championship Wednesday
morning at Hampton Cove Golf
Club.
Folke,from Tranas,Sweden,
fired another 1-under-par 71 and
moved into a tie for first place
with Eastern Kentucky's Anna
Gleixner. Folke's run so far includes rounds of 71-71-142,
while Gleixner posted scores of
68-74-142.
Folke's day totaled six birdies
including finishing the day with
birdies at the finishing 17th and
18th holes. However, her round
was tempered by a pair of double bogeys, one at the 9th and
13th holes.
Folke is in a position to become Murray State's seventh
medalist title and the first since
Delaney Howson won it in 2014.
The Racers fired a second
round 310 to go with yesterday's
304 and had a spot in fifth place
at 614, just a shot from fourth
place Tennessee Tech (613) and
two shots from third place Morehead State (612).
Jacksonville State surged into
second place at 607, behind a
hot EKU team that has a 587.
Other Murray State scores
included Sydney Trimble in 14th
place. She improved 11 shots
from the 82 she 4.d.in round
one and today's.1-under-par
71 which tied her gaper-low at
MSU. Abbi Stamper had scores
of 74-84-158 and was in 23rd
place, while Nadine Innes was
in 36th place with rounds of
80-84-164. Anna Moore was
in 41st place with scores of 7989-168.
Austin Peay was in sixth
place at 619 and Belmont in
seventh at 623, ahead of SIUE
(647), Eastern Illinois (669) and
Tennessee State.

Folks named to all OVC

JEFF ARENZ / Ledger & Times
a two-run home run in the
hitting
after
Murray High's Tanner Foster returns to the dugout
had four hits in the game.
Foster
Benton.
in
Tuesday
on
County
Marshall
against
sixth inning

MLB: CHICAGO(NL) 2, ST. LOUIS I

Murray State's Moa Folke
was named to the All-Ohio Valley Conference Women's Golf
Team Monday evening after the
first round of the OVC Championship at Hampton Cove Golf
Club in Owens Cross Roads,
Alabama.
Folke, a sophomore from
Tranas, Sweden, is one of those
in the running for OVC Golfer
of the Year which will be awarded at the end of the event on
Wednesday.
Two weeks removed from
winning her first collegiate, Folke was third in the OVC in scoring average at 75.5. She was
named OVC Golfer of the Week
three times this season. II

PREP SOFTBALL ROUNDUP

Hammel leads Cubs past Lady Tigers,Lady Lakers
Cardinals with arm, bat defeated in road contests
Staff Reports

The Associated Press
ST. LOUIS — Jason Hammel worked six sharp
innings and had both RBIs for the Chicago Cubs
in a 2-1 victory over the St. Louis Cardinals on
Tuesday night.
The Cardinals stranded two runners against the
Cubs bullpen in the seventh and eighth. Yadier
Molina was at second base when Hector Rondon
struck out pinch hitter Jedd Gyorko to earn his
third save in three chances.
Chicago leads the majors at 11-3 and goes for a
three-game sweep Wednesday over the defending
NIL Central champions. They last swept St. Louis
in three games on the road Sept. 13-15.2010.
Cubs starters have worked at least six innings
the first 14 games of the season. That's the most
in the majors since 1988 when the Astros went 22
games and the Indians 17, according to STATS.
Hammel (2-0) allowed a run on five hits in six
innings with six strikeouts and no walks.The righthander also gave Cubs pitchers three RBIs in two
games and the lead with a two-run. bases-loaded
•See CARDINALS, Page 9A

AP Photo
St. Louis' Yadier Molina reacts after reaching
third base with an RBI triple, between Chicago third baseman Kris Bryant and third base
coach Chris Maloney on Tuesday in St. Louis.

road, when it travels to play Hickman County at
5:30 p.m. Friday.

SOUTH FULTON,Tenn. —Despite four hits,
McCracken County 15,
Murray High suffered a 12-0 loss to South Fulton,
Calloway County 0(3 innings)
Tenn., on Tuesday evening, dropping its second
state champion McCracken CounDefending
All
the
winning
convincingly
since
game
straight
ty showed routed Calloway County on Tuesday
A Softball Region 1 Championship.
The Lady Tigers (12-7-1) got hits from Bay- night, using only three innings to decide a 15-0
liegh Blarie, Sarah Fitzer, Paige Miller and Loryn contest that was never in question.
Lindsey Carroll hit a two-run homer to deep
Carver, but only Fitzer (1 for 2) advanced to second base. Missing key batters Savannah Grogan. center field for three straight unearned runs off
Shelby Moss, Morghen Turley and Caitlin Mol- Calloway County pitcher Laken Kelso for a 5-0
lette due to Future Business Leaders of America lead after one inning.
McCracken County (18-1) was far more agobligations didn't help their cause, as no runner
on the first pitch from the start, as Kalli
gressive
position.
scoring
in
was ever put
Celli Carver allowed nine runs on nine hits in Harris hit a two-run home run to bolster the Mus2 213 innings, while reliever Rachel Thompson tangs lead to 9-0 in the second inning.
Harris drove in two more runs on an infield
gave up three runs and two walks in one inning.
by the Lady Lakers (7-11).
error
South
After a 2-0 lead on pair of doubles put
Audrey Dodd picked up the win, striking out
Fulton in control early, the Lady Devils never
surrendered command. Seven more runs scored eight of nine Calloway County batters, while Kelin the third inning to put the game in hand before so picked up the loss.
The Lady Lakers are scheduled to host Martacking on three runs in the fourth.
County at 5:30 p.m. Friday before travelling
shall
and
hits
four
for
Two players alone combined
to Massac County on Saturday in Metropolis,
four RBIs for South Fulton.
Murray High will shoot for redemption on the •
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NHL PLAYOFFS ROUNDUP

NBA PLAYOFFS ROUNDUP
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The Associated Press
NASHVILLE, Term. —
Frederik Andersen made 27
saves, and Anaheim shut out
Nashville 3-0 to pull within 2-1
in the first-round playoff series.
The Ducks have not lost
three straight to open a postseason series since the 2006 Western Conference finals, and they
didn't come close to dropping a
third straight this year.
Andersen, who started in net
after John Gibson took the first
two losses in Anaheim, posted
his second postseason shutout
despite taking Shea Weber's
slap shot off his head. He has 15
postseason wins since 2014.
Chris Stewart had a goal and
an assist, and Jamie McGinn
and Rickard Rakell each scored
their first goals of the series.
Game 4 is Thursday night in
Nashville.

Lakers...
From Page 8A
rocket into the gap in right-center field to bring in the winning
run.
After sporadic hitting in their
last seven losses, the Lakers got
hot early, scoring the first two
runs of the game in the first inning on Carson Chapman's RBI
single that brought in Christian
Adams and Ryan Fraher's sacrifice fly that plated Chapman.
Calloway County put four of
its first five hitters on base and
made a 2-0 lead stand up for the
next three frames.
Stalls allowed no runners in
scoring position through five
frames, but Calloway County
left the bases loaded in the third,
failing in a chance to take more
control of the game. Fortunately,
that didn't come back to haunt
the Lakers.
The fifth inning painted a
different picture, as Livingston
Central capitalized on errors
by Fraher and Aaron Rister to

II Tigers...
From Page BA
make sure that I hit my spots or
leave anything out over the middle of the plate because they will
take advantage of it."
Back put an exclamation point
to the end of the Marshals' third
inning, when his diving catch in
shallow center field robbed Cameron Ives of a hit. The fifth inning
came to a close when Elder threw
out Griggs attempting to steal
second base. Even after Marshall
County scored its run, the sixth
inning ended with the Tigers
pulling off a 6-4-3 double play
(Foster to Kelly to Jared Gray).
Gray legged out a triple to begin the second inning and scored
the first MIIS run on a sacrifice

St. Louis 4, Chicago 3
CHICAGO —
Vladimir
Tarasenko scored on a pair of
impressive wrist shots, Brian
Elliott made 39 saves and the
St. Louis Blues beat the Chicago Blackhawks 4-3 on Tuesday
night to open a commanding 3-1
lead in their first-round playoff
series.
Jaden Schwartz scored a
tiebreaking power-play goal
in the third period for the second straight game as St. Louis
moved to the brink of its first
appearance in the Western Conference semifinals since 2012.
The Blues were eliminated in
the opening round in each of the
past three years.
Game 5 is Thursday night in
St. Louis.
Duncan Keith had two goals
for Chicago, which dropped
consecutive
home
playoff

games for the first time since
2012.
Andrew Shaw had a goal and
two assists, and Corey Crawford
finished with 16 saves after getting into a fight with Blues rookie Robby Fabbri during a wild
second period.

Penguins 3, Rangers 1
NEW YORK — Matt Cullen beat Henrik Lundqvist on
a semi-breakaway after beating two defensemen early in
the third period and Pittsburgh
spoiled the return of Rangers
captain Ryan McDonagh with
a win in Game 3 of their firstround series.

Lightning 3, Red Wings 2
DETROIT — Ondrej Palat
scored with 2:59 left in the third
period, lifting Tampa Bay over
Detroit for a 3-1 lead in the firstround series.•

tie the game 2-2 on Cameron in with a closer-type situation.
Head's RBI single to center field But in terms of guys that can
but, as fate would have it, the er- handle pressure in tough situarors may have been a blessing in tions, there's no better kid than
disguise.
one who has beaten LeukeRister and Fraher were re- mia," Turner said of Chapman.
sponsible for having two of the "He doesn't have closer stuff in
three hits during a sixth-inning terms of velocity, but he's got
rally that won the game for the command and he's got guts."
Lakers.
With a young roster and a
"Aaron and Ryan had solid flexible core, the Lakers have
at-bats to get us at first and sec- embraced their role as playing
ond then Tyce just blistered the potential spoilers but, if Murball in the gap to give us the go ray High can sweep the season
ahead run. For him to be able series against Marshall County
to do that on top of the pitching on Thursday in District 4 play,
performance, it was an awesome things could get interesting for
night for a 14-year-old fresh- Calloway County.
man," Turner said.
"We hope so. Mayfield is
Indeed. Tuesday night be- on the board on for us Thurslonged to Stalls, but Chapman day night, although the weath(normally a starting pitcher) er doesn't look good for it. We
thrived in an unfamiliar alter- have to be focused on the pronate role. In a relief role, Chap- cess of growing," Turner said.
man earned a save for the Lakers "If we win while in the process
during the seventh inning, when of building a foundation, that
he had a strikeout and a forced would be great. To get a little
pop up to ice it.
payback and get a confidence
"Carson has started all year boost against a quality squad a
for us, so he hasn't had to come lot like us, it was huge." II

fly off the bat of Xelly. Murray
High led 2-0 in 8118 third after
Wilson walked, wenkb second
on an infield hit from Back and
scored on Foster's RBI double.
A four-run fourth inning was
highlighted by the Tigers loading the bases before Wilson hit
an RBI single, Back drove in a
run with a groundout, courtesy
runner Victor Hudspeth scored
on a throwing error and Shelton
plated the final run of the frame
with a double.
Ahead 6-0, MHS added a
fifth-inning run as Kelly scored
all the way from first base on a
double from Nelson. Foster's
two-run homer sailed over the
fence in right field to make it 9-0
Murray High in the sixth.
After the Marshals ended
Nelson's bid for a shutout in the

sixth, the Tigers tacked on two
seventh-inning runs. With two
outs, Wilson drove in Kelly with
a double and Back plated Wilson
with a single.
Ives was the losing pitcher
after tossing four innings. He
allowed six earned runs on nine
hits with two strikeouts, three
walks and a hit-by-pitch.
Two other Marshals had hits,
including Dalton Anderson (two
doubles) and Drake Anderson
(single).
Murray High is scheduled to
host Marshall County at 5 p.m.
Thursday, weather permitting.
NOTE: An All A Baseball
Sectional Tournament game between the Tigers and the Uni
versity Heights Blazers has been
scheduled to take place at 6:30
p.m. April 29 at Hopkinsville.
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Spurs cruise to 94-68
victory over Grizzlies
The Associated Press
SAN ANTONIO — Patty Mills had 16 points, Kawhi
Leonard added 13 and the San
Antonio Spurs never trailed
in beating the Memphis Grizzlies 94-68 on Tuesday night
to sweep the first two games of
the first-round series in imposing fashion.
LaMarcus Aldridge had 10
points and eight rebounds in 26
minutes. Aldridge sat out the
entire fourth quarter along with
Leonard and Tony Parker while
Tim Duncan and Danny Green
made brief appearances.
If history and Memphis'current state are any indication,the
Grizzlies' prospects don't look
good heading into a home game
Friday night.
San Antonio's suffocating
defense hald Memphis to franchise low1401mal points and
points in a ijkiatter 12 years to
the day after establishing those
records on its way to a series
sweep.
Tony Allen led Memphis
with 12 points and Zach Randolph had 11 points and 12 rebounds.
After matching a franchise
low with a 13-point first quarter

in Game 1, the Grizzlies lowThe Boston Celtics? They
ered that mark by tying a fran- couldn't make anything.
chise low for any quarter with
Shaking off a dismal perfor11 points in Tuesday's opening mance in the playoff opener.
period.
Korver swished four 3-pointers
The Grizzlies continued to in the opening minutes to propel
struggle to find consistency on Atlanta to a stunning 21-point
offense without injured starters lead before many fans had setMarc Gasol and Mike Conley.
tled into their seats Tuesday
Memphis' fortunes didn't night. There wasn't much doubt
improve much after that dread- after that,the Hawks cruising to
ful start.
an 89-72 victory and a 2-0 lead 4,
The Grizzlies went 3 1/2 in the Eastern Conference se- :0
minutes without scoring begin- ries.
4
ning midway through the sec"We all have pride, right?"
ond quarter and then failed to said Korver, who went 1 of
score in the first 2 1/2 minutes 10 on Saturday and missed all
of the second half.
seven of his 3-point attempts.
Randolph's struggles contin- "I wanted to come out and play
ued. He opened the game shoot- better the second game."
ing 1 for 5 and Aldridge hit two
As good as Korver and the
mid-range jumpers against him. Hawks were in the early going,
Leonard shot 4 for 10 this one will be remembered
against Matt Barnes' gritty de- more for the Celtics' grisly
fense. Leonard twice ran by start. They scored just seven
Barnes along the baseline for points over the first 12 minutes,
a one-handed dunk. Leonard the lowest-scoring opening
simply put his head down and quarter in a playoff game since
ran by Barnes for a dunk in the the NBA went to a shot clock
third quarter.
in 1954.
"I don't know what it is,"
Hawks 89, Celtics 72
said Boston's Jae Crowder,
ATLANTA — Talk about looking a bit shell-shocked afa short memory. Kyle Korv- ter scoring just two points on
er came out shooting, and this l -of-9 shooting,"but we've got
time he couldn't miss.
to change something."•
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AP Photo
San Antonio guard Tony Parker drives to the basket around Memphis guard Jordan Farmar
during Game 2 of a first-round NBA playoff series Tuesday in San Antonio.
07:

Relay For Life Luminaria Ceremony
Sat., May 7, 2016 - 3:00-10:00 p.m.
MSU's Roy Stewart Stadium

single in the fourth.
Jaime Garcia (1-1) had
thrown 15 2/3 consecutive
scoreless innings before Hammel's hit. The lefty struck out
seven but was hindered by four
walks and lasted five innings after throwing a one-hitter his previous outing.
Molina had an RBI triple in
the second but the Cardinals
missed a chance for more because one of two men on base.
Matt Adams, strayed off second
and was picked off. The Cardinals had runners on second and
third with none out in the fourth
but came up empty when Jason
Heyward made a perfect throw
to nail Matt Holliday trying to
score on Molina's flyout to medium right.

Luminaria Order Form
$5.00 Minimum Donation Requested Per Lutninaria
Light a luminaria in MEMORY of a loved one or friend who has lost his or her battle
with cancer or to HONOR a loved one or friend who is a survivor. Each luminaria will be
personalized with the name of the person being remembered or honored. Please join us for
this special event!
0In Honor of:

For credit to Team - Team Name:
Daytime Phone

Kyle Hendricks (1- 1 , 2.84)
lost his last start, allowing two
earned runs in six innings against
Colorado. Carlos Martinez (2-0,
3.46) is 6-2 with a 2.97 ERA in
12 career day starts. He's 2-0
against the Cubs as a starter, but
with a 5.48 ERA.

Donation Enclosed $

The Cardinals successfully
challenged a hit by pitch call to
open the seventh and it might
have saved a run. Pinch hitter
Javier Baez ended up striking
out and Dexter Fowler doubled.

Total Number of Luminaria Bags for this Person

GI Cash LI Check made payable to American Cancer Society
CI No acknowledgment necessary or 0 Send acknowledgment card to:
Name
Address
City/State/Zip

Trainer's Room

Big Call

(Please use oneform per person)

Purchased By

Up Next

Cubs: Kyle Schwarber, out
for the season with a left knee
injury, underwent surgery to repair two ligaments.

GI In Memory of:

Please mail Luminaria Order Form and donation to

go to mcc ATC

sy
slt

FIN
feed sod ebb
Welded,Sete

Relay For Life,2208 Brookhaven Dr., Murray,KY 42071
Or return to the sponsor below. For more information, contact 270-293-2971
Luminaria sponsored by:
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AREA SCHEDULE
Todey's fames
COLLEGE BASEBALL
630 p.m.
Murray State at Ole Mas
WOMEN'S COLLEGE GOLF
LM.
Murray State at Ohio Vibe, Conference Charnmashie,it Hampton Cove,°ward Crossing, Ala.
COLLEGE SOFTBALL
5 p.m.
Murray State at Lipscomb
Thursday's Games
PREP BASEBALL
5 p.m.
Calloway County at Mayfield
Marshall County at Murray High
PREP BOYS AND GIRLS TENNIS
4:30 p.m.
Murray High at Graves County
Friday's Games
COU1GE BASEBALL
6 p.m
Tennessee Tao at Murray State
PREP BASEBALL
5:30 p.m
Murray High at Lyon County
PREP SOFTBALL
5:30 p.m.
Marshall County at Calloway County
Murray High at Hickman County
WOMEN'S COLLEGE TENNIS
Time TBA
Murray State at Ohio Valley Conference Championships, at Nashville. Tenn
PREP BOYS AND GIRLS 'TENNIS
5 p.m.
Calloway County vs Paducah St Mary, at Nobe Park
WOMEN'S COLLEGE TRACK AND FIELD
9a.111
Murray State at Virginia Challenge
Murray State at Missoun State Invitational
PREP BOYS MD GIRLS TRACK AND FIELD
5:30 p.m.
Ballard Winona& Calloway County; Christian
County; Clarksville, Tenn, West Creek Dawson
Springs; Dresden. Tenn., Fort Campbell; Fulton
City; Fulton County. Henry County, Tenn.; Hopkinsville, Livingston Central. Lyon County: Madisonville-North Hopkins. Mayfield, McCracken
County; Murfreesboro, Tent. Blackman; Paducah St Mary: University Heights at Marshall
County Twilight Relays

SPORTS ON TV
Today's Games
GOLF
11:30 p.m.
GOLF - European PGA Tour. Shenzhen international, first round. at Shenzhen, China
MLB
12:30 p.m
FSMW, MLB- Chicago Cubs at St Louis
6 p.m.
ESPN - Detroit at Kansas City
NBA
6 p.m.
NBA - Playoffs, first round. Eastern Conference, Game 2, Charlotte at Miami
7 p.m.
TNT - Playoffs, first round, Eastern Conference, Game 2, Detroit at Cleveland
9:30 p.m.
TNT - Playoffs, first round, Western Conference, Game 2, Portland at LA Clippers
NHL
6 p.m.
NBCSN - Stanley Cup playoffs, Eastern

•

.3,

•

1111.1 -:.%

r.

Conlerencs. first round, Game 4, Washington at
PhiladeiMel
7 p.m
USA - Stanley Cup playoffs, Eastern Conference, first round, Game 4, Florida at N.Y Islanders
Ik30 p.m.
NBCS/i - Stanley Cup Mayofts, Western Conference first round, Game 4, Dallas at Minnesota
930 a.m.
USA - Stanley Cup pier:Ms, Western Conference, first round, Game 4, LCCIAngeies at San
Jose
SOCCER
2 p.m.
INBC94 - Premier League, Everton at LiverPool
8:30 p.m.
FS2 - CONCACAF Champions League, Club
Amenca at Tigres UANL

PRO BASEBALL
MLB
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
L
Pct GB
Baltimore
8
4 .667 Toronto
8
7
.533 11
/
2
Boston
6
7
.462 2/
1
2
Tampa Bay
6
7
.462 2/
1
2
New York
5
7
.417
3
Central Division
W
L
Pct GB
Kansas Crty
9
4
.692 Chicago
9
5
.643
14
Detroit
7
5
.583 11
/
2
Cleveland
6
5
.545
2
Minnesota
4
10
.286 5/
1
2
West Division
W
L
Pct GB
Texas
8
6
.571 Oakland
7
7
.500
1
Los Angeles
6
8
.429
2
Seattle
5
8
.385 2/
1
2
Houston
5
9 .357
3
Tuesday's Results
Milwaukee 6, Minnesota 5
Cleveland 3, Seattle 2
Oakland 3, N.Y. Yankees 2, 11 innings
Toronto 4, Baltimore 3
Tampa Bay 3, Boston 0, 10 innings
Kansas City 8, Detroit 6
Texas 7, Houston 5
Chicago White Sox 5, Lk Angels 0
Today's Games
LA Angels (Richards 0-2) at Chicago White
Sox (Sale 3-0), 1:10 p.m.
Seattle (T.Walker 0-0) at Cleveland (Salazar
2-0), 5:10 p.m.
Oakland (Graveman 0-1) at N.Y. Yankees (Eovaldi 0-1), 6:05 p.m.
Toronto (Dickey 1-2) at Baltimore (Jimenez
1-1), 6:05 p.m.
Tampa Bay (Archer 0-3) at Boston (Porcello
2-0), 6:10 p.m.
Detroit(Zimmermann 2-0) at Kansas City (Kennedy 2-0), 6:15 p.m.
Houston (Fister 1-1) at Texas (Harnels 2-0),
7705 p.m.
Minnesota (*lone 0-1) at Milwaukee (Nelson
2-1). 710 p.m.
Thursday's Games
Seattle at Cleveland, 11:10 am.
Tampa Bay at Boston, 12:35 p.m.
Minnesota at Milwaukee, 12:40 p.m.
LA. Angels at Chicago White Sox, 1:10 p.m.
Oakland at N.Y. Yankees,605 p.m.
Toronto at Baltimore, 6:05 p.m.
•
Detroit at Kansas City, 6:15 p.m.

Houston at Texas. 1:05 FunNAT10111AL LEAGUE
WM DIMalon
W
I.
P
GB
10
3
758 =VD
7
6 .538
3
6
9
5
Plikstalfihis
Nod
4
8
333 514
Mob
4
9
8
&Oral OhnsIse
W
I.
Pot GB
11
3
Is.
MIMI.
7
6
3/
1
2
ammo
7
7.5004
IL 1.84M
7
7
4
allOsavalum
6
8
4.29
5
Wast Oliesion
W
L
Pot Gs
Colorado
8
6
. Los Angeles
8
6
Arizona
7
8
llt
San Francisco
7
8
114
San Diego
4
9
3$4
Tanday's Results
Milwaukee 6, Minnesota 5
NY. Mats it, Phiadelphis 1
Cincinnal 4,Colorado 3
Manta 8,LA Dodgers 1
Washington 7, Miami 0
Chicago Cubs 2, St Louis 1
Arizona 3, San Francisco 0
Pittsburgh at San Diego, lats

Toddy% Sams
Colorado (Bettis 2-0) at Cincinnati (RIgiesias
1-1), 12:35 p.m.
Chicago Cubs (Hendricks 1-1) at St Louis
(C.Martinez 2-0), 1:45 pm.
N.Y. Melts (B.Colon 1-1) at Philadelphia
(HeNickson 1-1), 7:05 p.m.
LA. Dodgers (Stripling 0-0) at Atlanta (Teheran
0-2), 7:10 p.m.
Washington (.1.Ross 2-0) at MUM (Chen 0-0),
7:10 p.m.
Minnesota (Milone 0-1) at Milwaukee (Nelson
2-1), 8:10p.m.
Pittsburgh (Locke 0-1) at San Diego (Porneranz
1-1), 10:10 p.m.
Arizona (Greinke 0-2) at San Francisco
(Bumgarner 1-1), 10- 15 p.m.
Thursday's Gomm
LA Dodgers at Atlanta, 11:10 a.m.
Washington at Miami, 12:10 p.m.
Minnesota at Milwaukee, 12:40 p.m.
Arizona at San Francisco, 2:45 p.m.
Chicago Cubs at Cincinnati, 6:10 p.m.
Ptttsburgn at San Diego,8:10 p.m.

PRO HOCKEY
NHL
STANLEY CUP PLAYOFFS
FIRST ROUND
(Beat-40-7)
(s-If necessary)
EASTERN CONFERENCE
N.Y. islanders 2. Florida 1
April 14: N.Y. Islanders 5, Florida 4
April 15: Florida 3, N.Y. islanders 1
April 17: N.Y. Islanders 4, Florida 3
Today. Florida at N.Y. Islanders, 7 p.m
Friday: N.Y. Islanders at Flonda, TED
a-Sunday: Florida at N Y. Islanders, TBD
a-Tuesday: N.Y. Islanders at Florida. TBD
Tampa Bay 3, Detroit 1
Apnl 13: Tampa Bay 3, Detroit 2
April 15: Tampa Bay 2, Detroit 0
April 17: Detroit 2, Tampa Bay 0
April 19- Tampa Bay 3, Detroit 2
Thursday: Detroit at Tampa Bay,6 p.m.
x-Sunday. Tampa Bay at Detroit, TBD
x-Tuesday: Detroit at Tampa Bay, TED
Washington 3,Philadelphia 0
April 14: Washington 2, Philadelphia 0
April 16: Washington 4, Philadelphia 1
April 18. Washington at Philadelphia,6 p.m.
Today Washington 6, Philadelphia 1
a-Friday: Philadelphia at Washington,6 p.m.
x-Sunday Washington at Philadelphia. TBD
x-Wednesday• Philadelphia at Washington,TBD
Pittsburgh 2, N.Y. Rangers 1
April 13. Pittsburgh 5, N.Y. Rangers 2
April 16: N.Y Rangers 4, Pittsburgh 2
April 19: Prttsburgh 3, N.Y. Rangers 1
Thursday: Pittsburgh at N.Y. Rangers,6 p.m.
Saturday N.Y Rangers at Pittsburgh, TBO
a-Monday: Pittsburgh at NY. Rangers,TBD
x-April 27: N.Y. Rangers at Pittsburgh, TBD
Vi'ESTERN CONFERENCE
Dallas 2, Minnesota 1
April 14 Dallas 4. Minnesota 0
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April 17, L.A. Clippers 115, Porland 95
Today: Portland at LA. Dippers,9,3 p.m
Saturday LA Clippers at Portland,910 p.m.
Monday LA Clippers at Portland,930 p.m.
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NBA PLAYOFFS
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Los Apples 47,Clisleml

Friday San Jam it Los Angeles, 9:30 p.m
a-Sunday lasPAWN at San Jose, TBD
a-Tuesday- San Jose at Los Angeles, TBO

STANLEY CIP PLAYOFFS
SCORING
Through Tuesday
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Rik Smith, Fla
Vis Johnson, n3
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3
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PRO BASKETBALL
NBA PLAYOFFS
FIRST ROUND
(Bast-of-7; s-t/ necessary)
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Cleveland 1, Detroit 0
April 17 Cleveland 106, Detroit 101
Today Detroit at Cleveland, 7 p.m.
Friday Cleveland at Detroit.6 p.m.
Sunday Cleveland at Detroit 7:30 p.m.
s-Tuesday: Detroit at Cleveland, TBD
x-April 28 Cleveland at Detroit, TBD
x-April 311 Detroit at Cleveland, TBD
Indiana 1, Toronto 1
April 16 Indiana 100,Toronto 90
April 18 Toronto 98, Indiana 87
Thursday Toronto at Indiana,630 p.m.
Saturday Toronto at Indiana, 2 p.m.
Tuesday Indiana at Toronto, TED
a-April 29: Toronto at Indiana, 1130
x-May 1: Indiana at Toronto, TBD
Miami 1, Charlotte 0
April 17: Miami 123, Charlotte 91
Today Charlotte at Miami,6 p.m.
Saturday: Miami at Charlotte, 430 p.m
Monday Miami at Charlotte, TED
x-Wednesday: Charlotte at Miami, TBD
ic-April 29: Miami at Charlotte. TED
k-May 1. Charlotte at Miami. TBD
Atlanta 2, Boston 0
April 16: Atlanta 102, Boston 101
April 19- Atlanta 89, Boston 72
Friday Atlanta at Boston, 7 p.m.
Sunday- Atlanta at Boston, 5 p.m.
n-Tuesday Boston at Atlanta, TBD
x-Aprii 28: Atlanta at Boston, TBD
x-April 30: Boston at Atlanta, TED
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Golden State 2, Houston 0
April 16: Golden State 104, Houston 78
April 18: Golden State 115, Houston 106
Thursday Golden State at Houston,8:30 p.m.
Sunday Golden State at Houston. 2:30 p.m.
a-Wednesday Houston at Golden State. TED
x-April 29-. Golden State at licx.stun. TBD
x-May 1: Houston at Golden State, TED
San Antonio 2, Memphis 0
April 17: San Antonio 106, Memphis 74
April 19 San Antonio 94, Memphis 68
Friday San Antonio at Memphis, 8:30 p.m.
Sunday: San Antonio at Memphis, 12 p.m.

NBA

6 FG FT PT'S AVG
1 11 5 31 31.0
Deng, WA
1 10 6 31 31.0
▪
CLE
George, IND
2 20 15 61 30.5
Love, CLE
1 10 4 28 28.0
Paul, LAC
1 10 6 28 26.0
Thompson, GOL
2 12 21 50 25.0
1
7 7 24 24.0
Battier, CNA
2 14 13 45 22.5
Harden, HOU
Durant, OKC
2 14 12 44 22.0
James,CU
1
9 4 22 22.0
Westbrook, OKC
2 15 10 43 21.5
Thomas, BOS
2 12 14 43 21.5
Iitaid,POR
1
7 4 21 21.0
Vlhiteside, MIA
1
9 3 21 21.0
Caldwell-Pope, DET
1
7 3 21 21.0
Horford, ATI
2 14 9 41 20.5
Moms, DET
1
6 5 20 20.0
Walker, CNA
1
6 5 19 19.0
Gatlin , LAC
1
5 9 19 19.0
Teague, ATI
2 12 11 36 18.0
FG PERCENTAGE
FG FGA PCT
Deng, MIA
11 13 .846
Whiteside. MLA
9 11 .818
Patterson, TOR
9 11 .818
11 14 .786
Joseph, TOR
tiaka, OKC
11 15 .733
Jordan, LAC
5
7 .714
Stouclemire, MIA
4
6 .667
Winslow, MIA
4
6 .667
Redick, LAC
8 12 .667
Turner, IND
9 14 .643
REBOUNDING
G FG FT PT'S AVG
Valanclunas, TOR
2 16 18 34 17.0
Love, CLE
1
3 10 13 13.0
Jordan, LAC
1
2 10 12 12.0
Menu,POR
1
2 10 12 12.0
Griffin, LAC
1
2 10 12 12.0
Green, GOL
2
6 18 24 12.0
Whiteside, MIA
1
3 8 11 11.0
Drumrnond, DET
1
3 8 11 11.0
Kanter, OKC
2
9 12 21 10.5
Howard, HOU
2 6 15 21 10.5
ASS/STS
AST AVG
Paul, LAC
11 11.0
James, Cl
11 11.0
Draw., MIA
1
10 10.0
Teague, ATI
2 18 9.0
Westbrook OKC
2 17 8.5
Lowry, TOR
2 16 8.0
POR
1
8 8.0
Jackson, DET
1
7 7.0
Wade, MIA
1
7 7.0
Harden, HOU
2 13 6.5

PRO FOOTBALL
NFL
2018 SCHEDULE
Tennessee Titans
Sept 11 Minnesota, 12 p.m.
Sept 18 at Detroit 12 p.m.
Sept 25 Oakland, 12 p.m.
Oct 2 at Houston, 12 p.m.
Oct. 9 at Miami, 12 p.m.
Oct 16 Cleveland. 12 p.m.
Oct 23 Indianapolis, 12 p.m.
Oct 27 Jacksonville, 7:25 p.m.
Nov. 6 at San Diego, 3:25 p.m.
Nov. 13 Green Bay, 12 p.m.
Nov. 20 at Indianapoils, 12 p.m.
Nov. 27 at Chicago, 12 p.m.

Orlando 63,=el

jactV.Gmfma
Cleveland at
3pAL
Anions at
6 p.m.
Los Angeles at Orlando,6:30 p.m

PRO SOCCER
MIS
EASTERN CONFERENCE
W I T Pts GF GA
4 2 0 12 10 6
Montreal
Philadelphia
3 3 0 9 8 7
Orlando Crty
2 1 3 9 11 8
Toronto FC
2 2 2 8 6 5
New England
1 1 5 8 8 10
New York City FC
1 2 3 6 9 10
Chicago
1 2 3 6 6 7
D.C. United
1 3 3 6 710
Columbus
1 3 2 5 6 9
New York
1 6 0 3 5 15
WESTERN COMMENCE
W L T Pis GF GA
FC Dallas
5 1 2 17 15 10
Real Salt Lake
4 0 2 14 10 6
Colorado
4 2 I 13 7 5
Sporting Kansas City
4 3 0 12 9 7
Los Angeles
3 1 2 11 12 5
San Jose
3 2 2 11 10 10
Portland
2 3 2 8 11 14
Seattle
2 3 1 7 6 7
Vancouver
2 4 1 7 6 11
Houston
1 3 2 5 13 13
Werinesiday's Resift
Colorado 2, Sporting Kansas City 1
San Jose 2, New York 0
FC Dallas 3, Portland 1
Friday's Games
Los Angeles 4, Houston 1
Saturday's Results
Montreal 2, Chicago 1
Toronto FC 1, D.C. United 0
Columbus 3, New York City FC 2
Colorado 2, New York 1
Seattle 2, Philadelphia 1
Real Salt Lake 1, Vancouver 0
Portland 3, San Jose 1
Sunday's Results
Orlando City 2, New England 2, tie
FC Dallas 2, Sporting Kansas City 1
Saturday's Games
Toronto FC at Montreal, 3 p.m.
New York City FC at Philadelphia, 3 p.m
New England at D.C. United, 4:30 p.m
Houston at Columbus, 6:30 p.m.
Seattle at Colorado,8 p.m.
Real Sall Lake at Las Angeles, 9:30 p.m,
FC Dallas at Vancouver, 930 p.m.
Sunday's Games
Sporting Kansas City at San Jose, 230 p m
Orlando City at New York,6:30 p.m.

SPORTS HISTORY
APRIL 20
1912 - Fenway Park opens in Boston with
the Red Sox beating the New York Yankees 7-6
in 11 innings. Tiger Stadium in Detroit also opens
its doors as the Tigers defeat the Cleveland Indians 6-5.
1986 - Chicago's Michael Jordan sets an
NBA single-game playoff scoring record with 63
points in a 135-131 double overtime loss to the
Boston Celtics, in Game 2 of the first round in the
Eastern Conference
2007- Roger Federer wins his 500th career
match, defeating David Ferrer

$10.00

(A11
$3.3

COLLEGE FOOTBALL AWARDS

Jackson, Van Gundy in hunt for Four Racers named All-Commonwealth
Timberwolves' coaching job
MSU Sports Information

The Associated Press
MINNEAPOLIS

-

Partners in the broadcast booth, Jeff
Van Gundy and Mark Jackson
are now rivals in the hunt for
the Minnesota Timberwolves'
coaching job.
The Timberwolves planned
to meet with Jackson after interviewing Van Gundy and former
Chicago Bulls coach Tom Thibodeau, a person with knowledge of the process told The Associated Press on Tuesday.
The person spoke on condition of anonymity because the
team has not publicly disclosed
specifics of its search.
Jackson, who is currently an
analyst for ESPN and ABC, has
not coached in the NBA since
he was fired by the Golden State
Warriors in 2014 after three seasons and a 121-109 record that
included two nips to the playoffs. He is credited with starting
the process that helped build the
Warriors into the team that new
coach Steve Kerr turned into a
juggernaut en route to last year's
championship and a record 73
wins this season.
Jackson's exit from Golden State was a messy one as he
clashed with Warriors management on the way out. He was
a finalist for the Wolves job in
2009, hut lost out to Kurt Rambis.
One of Jackson's strengths is
that he is able to connect with
players given his background as
a former standout point guard
himself, and his entrance into
the Timberwolves race provides
a semblance of balance after
team owner Glen Taylor started
the process with two high-profile names who never played in
the league.
Thibodeau is widely considered the most coveted coach on
the market. He spent five years
with Bulls and helped make
them an Eastern Conference
contender. But his hard-driving
approach never got Chicago
over the top and he clashed with
management as well while his
Bulls teams suffered from injuries that ultimately short-circuited their run.
Jackson and Van Gundy have
teamed up with play-by-play

PN's top NBA broadcast team.
Van Gundy coached the
Knicks and Rockets before becoming an analyst, but has been
out of the coaching game since
2007. Thibodeau served on his
staff with the Knicks, and both
have a reputation as defensive-minded coaches.
Both Thibodeau and Van
Gundy would be candidates to
serve as both president of basketball operations and coach,the
same dual role that Flip Saunders held with the Wolves before
he died in October. Sam Mitchell served on an interim basis
last year as the coach and led the
team to 29 wins.
The Timberwolves boast one
of the most promising young
rosters in the league with backto-back No. 1 picks Andrew
Wiggins
and
Karl-Anthony
Towns. second-year guard Zach
LaVine, big man Gorgui Dieng
and point guard Ricky Rubio.
Taylor is receiving guidance
in the process from executive
Jed Hughes and search firm
Korn Ferry.

Clippers' Crawford wins
Sixth Man Award
LOS ANGELES - Jamal
Crawford needs to make more
room at home for another trophy.
The 36-year-old Los Angeles

Clippers guard won the NBA's
Sixth Man Award on Tuesday,
becoming the first three-time
winner as the league's best reserve. Two years ago, he was the
oldest to receive the honor.
-It's always weird being up
here by yourself because this
is truly a team award," he said
during a presentation at the
team's practice facility, with
teammates including Chris Paul,
Blake Griffin, DeAndre Jordan and JJ. Redick joining in a
standing ovation.
"I made shots but I couldn't
do it if Doc (Rivers) didn't draw
up the plays and my teammates
didn't pass me the ball. It's not
just about me."
Crawford received 51 firstplace votes and 341 points from
a panel of 130 sports writers
and broadcasters in the U.S.
and Canada. NBA Finals MVP
Andre lguodala of Golden State
finished second with 288 points
(33 first-place votes), and Oklahoma City's Enes Kanter was
third with 182 points (19 firstplace votes).
Crawford
averaged
14.2
points in 79 games, coming off
the bench in 74 of them. He
ranked second in the NBA in
free throw percentage at 90 percent. III

Jesse
Blackburn, Dylan
Boone, KD Humphries and
Toby Onili of the Murray State
football team have been named
to the Community Trust Bank
2016
Kentucky
Collegiate
All-Commonwealth team, the
awarding body, the Kentucky
Pro Football Hall of Fame, announced Wednesday.
The Kentucky Collegiate
All-Commonwealth Team is a
pre-season recognition award
for football players attending a
Kentucky college or university.
The Kentucky Collegiate
All-Commonwealth Team represents the best college football
players that the state of Kentucky has to offer and comprised
of players whose dedication to
the game has contributed significantly to their select teams.
The honored individual shall
have the distinctive responsibility to lead his teammates in
the classroom and on the field.

To

C

offic
Offi

TAB BROCKMAN / MSU Sports Information

The Murray State defense takes the field during a home
game at Roy Stewart Stadium during the 2015 season.
Players that exhibit this unique
leadership skill were nominated by their institution to be
recognized as a member of the
Kentucky All-Commonwealth
Team.
This year's team will also

be honored as part of the 2016
Kentucky Pro Football Hall of
Fame Induction Ceremony. The
ceremony will be held on June
24 in Lexington at the Lexington Opera House. IN
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CLIFFORD:
Chocolate Labrador
Retriever • Adult • Male

I City_
State

Dayti

SHELTER HOURS:
Mon-Fri. 10 a.m-4 p.m.• Sat. 10 cm.-3 p.m.
For more information contact

Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter
11(270)759-4141

man Mike Breen to form ES-

01.-/Np.

Chestnut St.• Murray, KY • 270-753-2571
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Lost and Found
LOST Paslode nail
gun. Friday Afternoon,
between Riverwood Dr.
and Foodgiant on 641
South. 270-293-3159.
060
Help Wanted
HIRING Lawn Tech.
Call R IT Lawn service.
270-293-5949. Leave
Message.

5

10
14
7
11
13

lay's Rasulb
insas City 1

FL.WER
POTTS'

ii

270-489-2156
GREENHOUSE
HOURS:

y's Results
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Weekdays 1-5 pm
Sat.9 am-4 pm
Flowers, tomato plants,
hanging baskets

1
lover 0

1107 Potts Road
Cell 270 293 6882

!'s Results
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Kaci Tinsley

Papa Smurf
Storage
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rst Aforrtr F;ee
• New Climate Control
Available
-24 7 Surveilance
Pest Control

clerk@murrayledger.com

Sum in Detroit also opens
defeat the Cleveland In-

Michael Jordan sets an
sconng record with 63
uble overtime loss to the
2 of the first round in the

3ISPLAY Al3S

$10.00 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period.)
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday
(Shopping Guide)
LINE AIXS

rer wins his 500th career
Ferrer

$8.25 First Day -20 words or less Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days:

$.12 per word per day.
$3.35 extra for Smart Saver
Nom Classifieds go into Smart Saver)

wealth
The

NOW
Accepting
Applications for full
time teachers experience a plus at Lily Pad
Learning
Center.
Please apply in person.
at 701 S 4th St.
NOW hiring experienced
hostess,
servers, bar tenders
and kitchen help. Apply
in person at 110 South
5th St.Call ahead, 270227-1941

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted section

Hwy 94 East
270-978-1400 or
270-485-6122

HISTORY

III. 20
iek opens in Boston with
te New York Yankees 7-6

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Lodge Apply in
person after 7:00PM.
No phone calls.

publisher maintains the right to reject or edit any
submitted matter

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
060

on our classifieds

you will be redirected

By default,

Walter's

this website.

Lawn Service

However. as a national
website. sot all listings

107, Senior Citizen

•

the Murray area

rting at

Infinity Group is an equal opportunity employer.

Appliances

GWHINESON@GMAILCOM

SECURITY SYSTEMS/
SURVEILLANCE SYSTEMS
ACCESS SYSTEMS

I N•IN NO,(1
MU,
4/0•1

BABY SITTING
Are you looking for a
sitter? No need to look
any further, caring for
children in my home.
Days, and nights.
Games and learning
" activities available.
270-978-8549.

LARGE
SELECTION

(270)753-1713
160

140

liorneFurnishings
Want to Buy

BEDROOM
Suite
•
Cash paid for good, I New in boxes. 6 piece
Cherry Sleigh Bed
used guns
$695. 270-293-4121.
Can deliver, $40 down,
H&H Guns
take it home today.
inside
Bensons Sporting
PILLOW Top Mattress
Goods
519 S. 12th, St. I sets New in Plastic.
Queen $195.00
Murray
270-753-1342
I Full $185.00
I
a King $385.00
I.
270-293-4121
SS Want to Buy SS Can Deliver. $40 Down
Take home today!

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
3 mo......

MtC

I City

Backed by our fandles 130+ years of funeral
service to Murray & Calloway Co.

JANOME•dllaSINGER
Sewing Machines

CIINWECIIC Dealer
908 S. 12th St.
Toll Free
Murray, KY 42071 1-866-414-0412
270-753-5323 Owner: Darlene Stephens

SECURITY
Insured
Local Security Profeasionals
Commercial & Residential
• Burglar & Fire Alarm Systems
• Building Access Controls
• Video Surveillance
James C Gallimore, Owner
270-759-0890 GECMURRAY.COM
Licensed and

CALL NICKI TO PLACE YOUR AD
270-753-1916
Pets & Supplies

KEY MINI-WAREHOUSES

(270)753-6266

1850 State Route 121SoOth
Murray, KY 42071
270.753.5562

HOURS

Located at Key Auto Parts

119E MAIN ST

SATURDAY
8 00- I 2 00

1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required.
270-7534109.

UNIT SIZE

Starting at
$25-$55 per Month
murraykystorage.net
270-978-1109
270-978-1107

Comer of 121 S & Glendale

2BR, 'IBA duplex.
Furnished
270-753-

10x10's &10x15's
(270) 293-6907

APARTMENTS
1BR from $345
2BR

from $375

270-753-85543
1505 Duiguld Dr.

Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with payment to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray,KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1918

Terrapin Station
920S 12th St
Bel-Air c. -t,-•
a

3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 270-759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #711

I UNIT PRICE SECURITY

5X10..$20.00
10X30..$60.00
10X24..$50.00
10X12..$22.50

3BR, 1 5BA, W/D
hookups, shop. South
Murray. 270-753-0259

Thursday, Friday,
Saturday
7-5
complete full size
bed, door, storm door,
small tv, mlsc Items

10X20..$45.00
10X10..$30.00
10X15..$35.00
Deposit Required

Public Sale
AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

GARLANE
RENTAL

Reel Estate

For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations:

Murray Ledger & Times Fair
Mousing Art Notice

720 S 4TH ST.

• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th.
bghts, Electricity, and 24/7Surveillance

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

RGL Storage, LLC
640 S. 4th St. &
Sunbury Circle
Multiple sizes,
lighting in every unit,
security lighting,
newly remodeled.
27 761-7557

• Garland RentalBoat8 Mini Storage-Hwy 94E
All Sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unrt

270-753-2905

ON BEA
MINI
Rik
Allsizei •almate

Al real estate advertised herein
is subject Ia the Federal Fait
Housing Act which makes it
illegal to advertise any prefer.
ence, limitation or discnnuna.
hon based on race. color
sex, handicap, familial status or national aegis, or intention to make an such preter-

encts, limitations or discrinunai
non
State laws forbid dtsimmination,
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate basest on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law
We will knowingly' accept any
advertising for real estate which
not m violation of the law. All
persons are hereby Informed
that all dwelling,advertised are
available on an equal opportunity basis.
For further assLgance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Courvel
Rene P Wlam.(M)hl&-1000.

24
/
7Surveillance•Electricity
812 WhItnell Ave.
.10.01• N1110.00
..lbart110121

53-3853
Commerical Prop. For Rent

Houses For Rent

880 Crossland
Rd

"If you've got it, we can store It"
J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE

'PrVir..;K:rd`r
1, 2 &

Yard Sale

UNITS NOW
AVAILABLE

2 bedroom, 2 bath
duplex in a beautiful
quiet subdivision on the
outskirts of Murray.
Must see to appreciate.
with
$750
$750
deposit. 270-293-5401.

CALLOWAY GARDENS
ESSEX DOWNS

glendhenmere.com
(270)436-2858.

New Climate
Controlled
Storage Units Now
Available'

Canneries( Prop. For Rent

Rent / Lease
Office & Warehouse

FOR Sale 30 Acre
Farm
with House,
Garage, and Barn.
270-43-4667
Horan For Sale

Call 270-753-9999

624_.North 4th St. Murray
VERY nice 2 BR home,
1 Bath, W/D furnished,
1659 Calloway, no
pets, will be available
June 1st, please send
inquiries
to
murraykyrental0gmail.co

Visit us online at
www St3Gproperty corn
or
Am*,munavicyreitals corn

New 2-4
.
Bedroom homes in'
Riverfield Estate
SBG Real Property
Professionals
270-293-7872

1500 Sq Ft Warehouse / office
Utilities, Overhead Door

16168 HWY 121N - Murray
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

144-1400 Sq Ft Office Suites
Includes: Utilities, Conference, Work, Break
Room, Shared Receptionist. Gym Use

1

-1121
AU10 Pet

Classic Rock Ai- Hendrix Zen;
Pink Floyd. Grat,t
'
Dead Janis
etc

Zip

.....
,
NS•
1111. 1/1 N
Muer,•t •/0,

Singer Sales & Vac

NOW LEASING

St. Address

I.

CELL(8051822-4106

HWY 80 Storage &
Northwood Storage

TOO 1-800-545-1833 ext283

I Name

State

OFFICE(270) 227-0420

0259

Please submit your resume' to
bsmith@inf-grp.com or call (270)767-2518
to schedule an appointment.
Warehouse, or fork truck experience is
a plus, but not required.
Post offer drug screen is required.

$49.00
3 me.
6 mo....--...$110.00
6
1 yr..—........$135.00 1 yr. —..........$160.06

)9900

MOBILE homes for
rent 2, or 3 bedroom
270-293-6116

STATE UNIVERSITY

MANUFACTURING & GENERAL
WAREHOUSE EMPLOYEES in the
Murray, KY area.

Home Delivery
Local Mail
(Calloway)
$39.00
3 mo.
3 mo........
6 mo.
&65.00
1 yr.......—...$119.00 6 mo. ......5119.00
1 yr.........

Visa

HOME THEATRE

MON-FRI

INFINTY GROUP

Fri ICI a.m,
Fri.92.at
MonJa.
Mon,12p.m.
lpx
Wed.12
Thur,12pra

Money Order

Matthew Imes,
Use. Pre-Arrarwirnent
Specialist & Funeral 5recttr

Irrevocable Medicaid Approved

HOME AUTOMATION

800-4 00

Women/minorities encouraged to appty
Murray State University is an equal education and
employment opportunity, M/F/D, AA employer.

LEDGER&TIMES
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Help Wanted

is hiring

IZ42

PRE-PLANNING
Help your Loved Ones When
They Need it the Most
& provide Peace of Mind for You

GARY HINESON

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE

(270)293-7220

ports Information

tPuryear & Buchanan

for ‘,„ ,--1

DOG Obedience.

job listings. Thank you.

8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

Rest of KY/TN

1,Ll

Storage Rentals

questions regarding

Apply online & view additional details at
www,murraystatelobs.corft

Monday
Smart Saver
hesday
Wednesday
Thursday
friday
Saturday

Thank

Discount

us it you have any

Office Hours: Monday-Friday

CLASSIFIEDS
DEADLINES

RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL
270-753-9224 NICK MCCLURE-OWNER

& Times. Please call

Maintenance Technician II $10.50/hr

part of the 2016
Football Hall of
Ceremony. The
be held on June
n at the Lexingse.

SEPTIC CLEANING OF MURRAY

the Murray Ledger

office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. —

VISA

Low VOLTAGE
PROFESSIONALS

are placed through

Full-time Job vacancies at Murray Campus

during a home
5 season.

HINESON
COMMUNICATIONS

CAMP

on the jobnetwork.com

or stop by our

• Fax:(270) 753-1927

KEY RECYCLING
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-759-9694

180
Lawn & Garden

Murray and local job
listings will appear on

M URRAY

classifiedgmurrayledger.com

TAKING Applications
for lawn tech. $10-$12
an
hour.
Drivers
License required. Call
between the hours of
8am - 10am. 270-9787157.

060

r

Call (270) 753-1916, email

COLDWATER United
Methodist Church is
seeking part-time children's minister director.
Experienced in working
with
children.
Background check and
references required.
Salary $6,000 yearly.
Send application letter
and resume to 8317
State Route 121 North,
Murray, KY 42071. Full
lob description available at ivwwcoldwaterchurch.org. Application
must be received by
Apnl 22nd.,

BUYING, BUYING, BUY/NC
Wrecked, running and non-running
Autos, Batteries, and all Aluminum

to jobnetwork.com.

Help Wanted

To Place An Ad Or Yard Sale

is looking
for C.N.A.'s or
expehenced
caregivers
to help our senior
clients
in their homes.
Part-time, flexible
hours.
Call 270-707-4283 or
wvAv.snagajob.com
to apply.

webpage at
murrayledgerconi.

BUSINESS &
SERVICE DIRECTORY

Senior Helpers of
West KY

Whether ,ou have a full Aortae or need to Iran from Iiv
deck.. the Chmaifteda give you a wining hand We re yoour
heat bet for finding affords/117, tamed ntrnhandire
or huvera emernted in your holahriga

LMER&TIMES

in

ththiClassifieds.

753-1916

Daily Rental Available
Training Room - Up To 50 People

USED TIRES

Call 270-761-9372
Contact Danny Steele

270-227-9249

Call 753-5606
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01live3
4.14.• • ••••• •
1(270)9781204
All carpentry construcA/9 EDGE.
tion Home & Mobile
lAWAI
CARE
home repair. Rooting,
mobile home roof-over,
'First Time
;
Larry Nimmo
;
FREE
(270)753-0353
For all your lawn'

I

Hill Electric
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

care needs

.(270)436-0031.1

753-9562
www.hillelectric corn
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
lurk & tree work.

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
*Trimming
•Removal
*Stump Grinding
*Firewood
*Insured

Hill Appliance
Repair

Water Danaged Hoots
Braces & Floor Joists
%lucidly & Plumbry
Will Do Insuranoe Work
Visa 8. Mastercard Accepted

Serving
West Kentucky
Jason Hill
(270) 226-0194
Service on all
major brands
Licensed & Insured

From The Ground
Up Construction
*Metal Roofs *Painting
*Decks *Additions
*Staining
*Pressure Washing
*Energy Sufficient
Solutions
Lic. & Ins. Call Robert
270-293-27?1

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

A.G.S. Well
& irrigation

weeiuy & specie pickups
ownecUoperatad
270-759-1151
270-293-2783
270-293-2784

(270)489-2839

David's Home
Improvment
LLC

PUMPING
EXCAVATION
TRUCKING

C
‘
ItSt 3.

All Your Septic Nevi
lastailation
Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand ri mulch
(270) 293-8686

*Yard Work

DO acvseAPbve

*Pressure Washing

'PRESSURE Wasweve

'Gutter Cleaning

.1-4464' CARE

Gary 270-227-0420

•RfS/014177.4t

Chris Ricker
270-293-4406

JCJ Construction
Home Remodel &
Repair. Framing, roofing, siding, doors and
windows, deck and
awnings, drywall hanging and finsih, painting,
flooring, cab and counters. Insured. Phone
270-226-5581, call or
text 608-306-0053.

*C04/411AVAC

Avs
R/T
Cog/TACT Saw
Lawn Service
'
71
*VC X

ALLEN Mowing
Sevices
Free Estimates
Call 270-293-6753

L!'

Free Estimates

TRAVIS
ASPHALT

GARY W. DICK
ELECTRIC

Par ing-SeaiLoating
Striping
Gravel-Dirt-Sand
fltj
270-293-4256

Licensed &
Insured

Moore's
Concrete
•Driveways
*Patios
'Stamping
•Garages
*Dirt Work
*Lic. & Ins.
Jeff Moore
931-289-9233

KENTUCKY LAKE
REMODELING.COM
AU Aspects of
Remodeling
"Home Improvemnts
"Bath 'Kitchen
& Additions

You grow if,
We will mom it!

270-293-5949

CAl.
,Mow
*Lawn
*Landscaping
*Pressure Washing
*Mulching
A II par lewicirs Nous

MOW PROZ

270-2274615

WE HANDLE YOUR
LAWNCARE NEEDS
TAKING
on
new
Lawn
Customers.
Care, Landscaping.
Mowing,
Trimming,
Clean up. Free estimates. 20 years experience. 270-227-7682.
Leave a message.

Decks • Garages
*Pole Barns
*Additions *Porches
'Buildings
•New & Old
441 Charley
Miller Rd.
Almo, KY
Chad Lyons
270-227-6357

Riley Remodeling
•Metal Roofing

•Replacernent Wridows
Free Estimates
Servng Calloway County
16(26 years
Z/U-748-8712

Rogers Lawn
Care Service
*Estimates
*lowing
-Landscaping
*Trimming
•Refersinces
Available

'Residential
*Commercial
•Free Estimates
•Lic. & Ins.

ONW

Displ

PRESCOTT
ROOFING
Over 28 Years
Expenence

Murray Ledger
270-753-19
classified murrayled

LEDGER
&TI

"WE CARE ABOUT
YOUR COMFORT"

Zach 270-873-7700
Gallimore Electrical Contractors, LLC

Aft.512/00es Hand Nailed

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors,LLC

SCOTT HEATING & AIR

ladestrisi/Cmemsrdel/Beslisetill
MISS C.Surs
WWW.OECIAUKRAY.NET

Don't wait till it gets too hot,
get your NC serviced!

& DEBRIS REMOVA
Ron Frame
2701227-3140
2701474-0323

Today II

Today is'
I I 1th day
days left in
Today's I
On April
Cubs playe(
Icy Field (tI
Park); the C
nati Reds 7.
On this d
In 1792,
Austria, m
French Rev
In 1861,
signed his

3:131

1,41JElle5
MOW

I am a pop singer born in England
on January 12, 1993. I tried out for
"The X Factor" as a solo artist, but
later joined a group that has since
become a worldwide sensation.

TROCCER

30 words or less....
1 day- $11, 2 days-$16, 3 days-$20
31- 70 words
1 day- $18, 2 days- $28, 3 days-$35

270.206.2517

ata/ktwi

Rearrange the letters to spell
something pertaining to vision.

AMP

(270) 293-8251

SERVICE

WORD SCRAMBLE

&MUSE YOUR WIROSille

out
'We fix all brands of units
•Licensed & Insured
*Clean unit inside and

FRAME'S
TREE

•Laraseziptrukhew and imastistg
pas upis anal low iallattere.
•Lardsenfie enctiottenare•
Wevi, toi."
is.
*Mow o.nct trim yards
Woeltly cot as nuatioci.
*Cleat,. up and outdoor prole.e.ts
Frage Ectavust...6
2'70-293-24041
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Maintenance"

.15 Point Inspection

LAWN Mowing Service
270-227-6638

Irrstketriost

ARO Pa

"Spring Special on

(270) 759-0890

CKosecoacis

270-436-5959

• SPRING a FALL CLEAN UP • LANDSCAPING
• LAWN MOWING & MORE • FREE ESTIMATES

David 270-227-1106

LAWN SERVICE

"Insured •Sr Discount
*Free Estimates
'Member of"A" Rating
on Angie's List

place your

ay

Free Estimates
Roofing Specials
Licensed & insured
Protecting your house like
/1/s our house!

270.293.3007
270*227•2344

*Drywall 'Painting
*Tile *Flooring 'Decks

20%

( Regular price $80.00)

270-293-1924

'Mowing 'Trimming
'Mulching & More

LANDSCAPING
MULCHING
LEAF REMOVAL

*64.00

ROOFING

Midway
Lawn Care

Call Terry at
270-349-63811

SATE

iver"an
McCUISTON

270-277-7002

CLEAN CUT

OAf THE

FINE UNE PAINTING
SPECIALIST
INDUSTRIAL,
COMMERCIAL,
RESIDENTIAL.
INTERIOR, AND
EXTERIOR
SPECIALIZING IN At
YOUR PAINTING
NEEDS INCLUDING
SWIMMING POOL
COATING, ALUMINUM BARN TOPS
GRAIN BINS.
SPECIALIZING IN
SPAYING,
BRUSHING AND
ROLLING,
PRESSURE WASHING, HOUSES, FENC
ING, ETC.
24 HOUR SEMI
TRAILER PRESSURE
WASHING. #1 GOAL
SATISFYING
CUSTOMERS. NO
JOB TOO BIG OR
SMALL. 270-2263624.

Pits CAei

Lic & Ins

270-293-3248

Real Tree
Budding

•5' Seamless Gutters

1-tru. serf*

•Handyman Services

Well Drilling
Well Pump Service
Residential &
Agricultural

r
ilic"nwsd

--711wed

Murray IA

sumsr
DEADLINES:
WEDNESDAY- MONDAY BY 12:00,

THURSDAY-TUESDAY BY 12:00,
FRIDAY- WEDNESDAY BY 12:00

Selling your
motorcycle or ATV'

Check the CLASSIFIEDS for all your needs! 270-753-1916
Call Nicid to place your ad from HELP WANTED TO YARDSALES !

Call us, we'll be glad

CALL NICKI
TODAY
270-753-1916

Conceptis SudoKu

16
3

_2

5
8
3
7.
9
8 4 2 1
Difficulty Level ***

to help.
Murray Ledger & Times
270-753-1916

1MLEDGER
Wm &TIMES

SUDOKU

ACROSS
1
7

IX
CONSISTENCY
AD.
ONLY $100.00
PER MONTH.
CALL
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
FOR DETAILS
(370) 753-1111S.

11

/20

26 5
38 1
794
458
632
1 7,9
5 1 6
843
927

4 3 7
956
1 28
2 79
54 1
683
394
7 1 2
865

DAMP/ LORI *
•

1
7
6
3
8
5
2
9
4
tn•

Snake-haired
Gorgon

9
10

Patella's place
Beach robe
Musical flourish

16
17
18

23
24

Hebrew letter
Commotion
Corporate drone's

19
21

26
27

place
Singer Torme
Planet

14

20

28
29
31

Answer to previous puzzle

98
24
5 3
1 6
79
4 2
8 7
6 5
3 1

8

15
17

By Dave Green

CROSSWORDS

Annul
Litmus reddener
Artemis's twin
Nuts

12
13

Sudoku is a number-placing puzzle based on a 9x9 grid with
several given numbers_ The °Nee/ is to place the numbers 1 to
9 in the empty squares so that each row, each coiumn and each
3x3 box contains the same number only once. The difficulty levei
of the Conceptis Sudoku increases horn Monday to Sunday.

8
4
7
2
1
3
2 95 1
8 ,
4
6
,9

VIV/41 U,U7Z ;Jd.11SUI/

pal.10.)

SOMEONE
AN OLD
'THE EX

Pitch's kin
Theater section

32
33

Music's Yoko
Doze
Carolina bird

34
37
39

Keep setting
Alley prowlers
"Lost Horizon"

43

author
Reed instrument

22
24
25
30
33
35
36
37
38
40
41
42

GIEWIIID
GO F A R
ADELE
ADORE
JEFFIXEIDGES
ANT
TEN
AT
BOXER
SATYR
DIVES
AGOG
FIRE
GETUP
C El E A T
MAGI]
AVA
NEE
TEA
NEFFICICINIELS
AEIR ICI CRAMP
ROOTS
HCILOS

Link
Rink makeup
Fawn's mother
Striped pet
Gentle ones
Perfect
Philatelist, e.g.
Shop tool
Ibis's cousin
Pens for hens
Coffee dispenser
Put a stop to

Yesterday's answer
G AR Fl

Fuses
Subsequently
Script unit
Take in
Penny prez
Chiding sound
Smelter supply 1 2
Composer
Rorem
13

3

1111111

46

Uncool fellow
Like Russian dolls

DOWN
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Motor part
Clumsy guy
Sign of approval
Hen sound
'Born Free" lion
Bread buy
Acid opposer

32

le

iiii
Mal
11111
id
27

ill 19

ill
II

alit0

14

Survive
17

7
12

15

44
45

HERE'S Ti
ROT WATE
HEATER.

UU ii

UU
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111110 iillillii
diUUUUU
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Ten years ago
Debi Henry Danielson was recently named the new director of the
Murray Art Guild.
Pictured is Dr. Bob Goetz, a biology professor at Murray State University, as he assists in the stocking
of catfish into one of four experimental ponds at the college's West
Farm on Robertson Road.The MSU
School of Agriculture constructed
the ponds for the purpose of testing
feed and aeration systems important
to studying the cultivation of catfish
as an alternative crop for farmers.
Jesse L. Jones, 93, is pictured at
the newly dedicated clocktower and
plaza at Murray State University's
science complex. The complex was
named in his honor. When completed the complex will include 58,000
square feet of classroom, research
and office space that will serve as
many as 700 to 1,000 students in
the fields of science,technology and
math.
Matthew Parker served as a page
for First District Senator Ken Winters. He is a 10th grader at Murray
High School and the son of Martha
and David Parker.
Calloway County catcher Megan
Starks is shown stretching out for
a tag attempt on a Marshall County
baserunner during the Lady Lakers
5-1 loss to the Lady Marshalls.
Twenty years ago
Ambassadors for the 1996 Tourism
Commission are shown and include
Ruth Blackwood, Clara Humphrey,
Codie Caldwell, Mayme Nell Staudacher, Ray Waggoner, Frances
Waggoner, Richard Tuck, Anne
Doran, Bill Staudacher, Bob Garrison, Ruth Caldwell, Erma Tuck,
Dot McNabb, Esther Jennings, Don
Pritchard, Pauline Parker and Castle
Parker.
Pictured shooting baskets for the
park is Elizabeth Johnson, a fifth
grader from Murray Middle School,
while Kenny Hammonds watches
during Saturday's March for the
Park held at the Murray-Calloway
County Park.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter W. Pigg Jr.
of Murray will be honored on their
50th wedding anniversary on April
28.

enance"

)n

Thirty years ago
Congressman Carroll Hubbard
(D-Mayfield) was in Murray today
In a open forum for his constituency.
Loss of pubbc support has resulted
in a proposed overpass at the intersection of U.S. 641 and Ky. 80 being put on hold by state officials.
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Gene Watson
celebrated their 40th anniversary on
March 23.
Murray High School All-District
Band members include Becky Wolf,
Crissy Wolf, Gidget Vaughn, Laura
Lawson, Debbie Roos, Chad Hendren, Joey Bomba,David Weatherly
and Robert LaMastus.
The Calloway County Academic
Team includes Stephanie Wilson,
Matt Yuill, Jennifer Jarrett, Jody
Lassiter,Tonia Erkman, Vena Crum,
James Woods, Darin Loftis, David
Miller, Eric Barrett, Beth Woodall
and Marcia Ford.
Forty years ago
Richard Lewis, Pat McCuiston
James Johnson and Maned Vinson
were announced as headliners at the
upcoming Murray State University
alumni weekend.
The Murray High School girls
tennis team kept its perfect season
record intact with a 9-0 victory over
Christian County. Winning girls'
single matches were Kathy Outland, Jill Austin, Candy Jackson,
Robyn Burke,Carol Dick and Mary
Smock.
Fifty years ago
Bob Billington was appointed
chairman of the Murray Kiwanis
Club's annual spring donut sale.
Dr. Ralph Woods, Murray State
University president and Ky. Gov.
Edward T. Breathitt were honored
by the Murray State University Student Government Association and
Alumni Association for their contribution to education.
Sixty years ago
The Murray City Council discussed whether or not Daylight Savings Time should be adopted for the
city during the summer months. A
ballot was published in the Murray
Ledger & Times asking citizens to
vote their wishes.
Mrs. John Sammons was elected
chairman of Circle V of the WSCS
at First Methodist Church.

Married woman can't resist
when lover wants to meet
DEAR ABBY: I'm a 36-yearold woman who is in a loveless
rnarnage We do not spend time
together, nor do we have sex. For
the past four years I have had an
on-again, off-again affair with a
guy from my church. He's 10 years
younger and
everything
I have ever
wanted.
My No. 1
problem
is
that I know
is
adultery
and
wrong
goes against
everything
Dear Abby I have ever
believed in.
by
I always tell
Abigail
myself that
this is the
Van Buren
time,
last
but when he
wants to meet again I don't have
the strength to say no. (We have
everything going for us in the
pnysical department, but I know
we'd never have a lasting relationship.)
I'm not writing to ask if what
I'm doing is wrong because I know
it is. I'm writing because I need
your help/advice on how to say no
when you are in love with the person, but don't want them to know!
My lover lost his virginity to me,
and I'm having trouble understanding why he still wants to be with
me after all of this time. Is it because I'm just easy and he knows
he can have sex with no commitment, or does he actually care
about me but knows he can't have
me all to himself? I am ashamed
about my behavior and looking for
away to ... JUST SAY NO
DEAR JUST SAY NO: You
may be attracted to your lover because you are essentially alone in
your marriage. There is a solution
for your problems, but it won't be
pleasant. Tell your husband what
has been going on and why, and
end the marriage, which appears to
have been over for a long time.

Today is Wednesday,April 20,the
111th day of 2016. There are 255
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On April 20, 1916, the Chicago
Cubs played their first game at Wrigley Field (then known as Weegtunan
Park); the Cubs defeated the Cincinnati Reds 7-6.
On this date:
In 1792, Frame declared war on
Austria, marking the start of the
French Revolutionary Wars.
In 1861, Col. Robert E. Lee resigned his commission in the Unit-

units
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ed States Army. (Lee went on to
command the Army of Northern
Virginia, and eventually became
general-in-chief of the Confederate
forces.)
In 1863, President Abraham Lincoln signed a proclamation admitting. West Virginia to the Union,
effective in 60 days (on June 20,
1863):
In 1889, Adolfiiitisszias born in
Braunau am Inn,Austria.
In 1912, Boston's Fenway Park
hosted its first professional baseball
game while Navin Field (Tiger Sta-

A WAR OF P6OftE
AU. REAP TUE SAME
f3C044, AS401404
PISCAS rr.

\
tag

dium) opened in Detroit. (The Red
Sox defeated the New York Highlanders 7-6 in 11 innings; the Tigers
beat the Cleveland Naps 6-5 in 11
innings.)
In 1914, the Ludlow Massacre
took place when the Colorado National Guard opened fire on a tent
colony of striking miners; about 20
(accounts vary) strikers, women and
children died.
In 1945, during World War II, allied forces took control of the German cities of Nuremberg and Stuttgart.
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BUMSTEAD, LOOK AT THIS!
SOMEONE DREW A CARTOON OF
AN OLD GOAT AND SCRIBBLED
'THE 3055' UNDERNEATH IT

En YOU REMEMBER THAT LITTLE
CHUCKLE! I HAVE TO ADMIT,
--D_OODLE I WAS TINKERING
THAT IS ONE FUNNY-LOOKING '
I. AROUND WITH LAST NIGHT
GOAT, THOUGH
AFTER -41P0'"
DINNER?

16
ALES!

SEALED WITH A STAIN
Dear Heloise: I cover almost everything not on
display (crystal bowls, platters, ice buckets, etc.) with
PLASTIC WRAP. It keeps them clean and ready to
use, especially if it's used only occasionally. It's a
breeze to pull out wanted items without having to
clean or polish.
Here is the problem: I've
started using self-sealing plastic
wrap, whictiI love for everyday
use. I was horrified when I unwrapped my seasonal items to
find that the adhesive was stuck,
and it stained almost all of the
pieces. Vinegar and sometimes
rubbing alcohol helped, but not
always.
I still swear by covering
things in plastic wrap -- just
don't use anything with adheby
sive! --Cathy N.,Coto De Caza,
Heloise
Calif.
Cathy, love your hint, and
it's one I use, too. Lots of readers use plastic wrap
to cover items, so your warning is a good one. Thank
you. Try this to remove that sticky adhesive: cooking
oil. Spray or cover the areas, then scrub with a plastic scrubbie and wash with lots of HOT water. That
should do it! -- Heloise
SEND A GREAT HINT TO:
Heloise
P.O. Box 795000
San Antonio,TX 78279-5000
Fax: 210-HELOISE
Email: Heloise(at)Heloise.com
NATURAL PEANUT BUTTER
Dear Heloise: I use natural peanut butter, the kind
you have to stir to mix in the oil. I turn the jar upside
down for a day or two before opening to let the oil go

to the bottom of the jar. That way, I don't slosh oil out
of the jar when I stir.
Also, I store cans of baked beans and red beans upside down so that when I open them, the thick part is
at the "top," which is really now the bottom. You also
can just open the bottom of the can when possible. -Patty in Harahan, La.
Yep! Store the can "top" down, and no mess when
opening. -- Heloise
SUGAR DISPENSER
Dear Heloise: When I want to "sprinkle" powdered
sugar on a dessert before serving, I use a mesh tea-ball
infuser with a snap handle. You squeeze the handle to
open the basket, scoop up some powdered sugar, let it
close and then gently shake over each plate. The result
can be as fine or as heavy as you want it to be, and unused sugar can be deposited back in the container. No
muss, no fuss! -- Linda V., Henryville, Pa.
CHOPPED PARSLEY
Dear Heloise: I was making lasagna and needed to
cut flat-leaf parsley. I don't like the stems on,so it can
be time-consuming to cut the stems off, then to chop
it with a knife. My pizza cutter happened to be on the
counter, so I used it instead. What a difference! It cut
the leaf right off the stem, then I used it to "chop" the
rest. So easy! -- Charlotte B., Somis,Calif.
SCOOP ON AVOCADOS
Dear Heloise: I enjoy avocados, both sliced and
made into guacamole. They are never easy to get out
of the peel. When making guacamole, I now use an
ice-cream scoop to scoop the avocado out of the peel.
So easy! -- Linda W.,Aurora, Colo.
(c)2016 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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,VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** You might be startled by news that is
centered on how you handle your finances.
You know when you have had enough, and you
know how to discipline yourself. Think about your
financial goals and consider whether this situation
conforms to those desires.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** You might be wondering what is going
on around you. Someone you care about might
stun you with his or her behavior. Say little and
evaluate. Youll feel a need to make sure you feel
more stable. That sense of well-being can come
only from you.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
you
5-Dynamic; 4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so: *** You might be sluggish or slow today as
try to zero in on an important project or situation. If
1 -Difficult
you observe more and say little, a burst of sudden
insight is likely. Take a brisk walk if you are feeling
ARIES(March 21-AprIl 19)
*** Some of you sense unusual vibrations or overly stressed.
seem to know when the unexpected is about to SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
occur. Others simply might feel tension building. **** You might feel as if there is no better way
than
The unexpected occurs today as you build to a Full to open a discussion about a difficult situation
different
of
lot
a
get
will
You
meeting.
a
during
to
when
Know
wallet.
your
to
tight
on
Moon. Hold
opinions as a result. A child or loved one is likely to
say "no."
surprise you in the morning.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
(Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
CAPRICORN
the
of
part
good
a
for
sorts
of
out
be
will
You
***
day. You might not realize what is ailing you. You **** You could be in a situation where you
could feel drained, but that status will change later would prefer to have a conversation with a boss
today. Feel free to take a walk or a nap in order to without everyone listening. You might feel as if you
need this person's feedback. Don't allow someone
keep your energy levels up.
to rock your boat. Stand firmly by your beliefs
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** You sense when something is off. You AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
need to focus and not get distracted by today's high **** Reach out to someone at a distance.
energy. Concentrate on your goals and important How you handle a personal matter could change
meetings. You can't afford to be distracted, though after a conversation with this person. Surprises
that surround you could force you to regroup and
a friend might try.
decide what is best to do. Detach and take an
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** You might feel tense, even when just doing overview of certain elements of your life
your own thing. Know that your sensitivities to the PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
fluctuation of the Moon are playing out. You are **** You do best when relating to others on
about to experience a Full Moon. Romance seems a one-on-one level. Getting direct feedback and
being able to negotiate allows you to gain an
to be in the air.
understanding and make a firm decision. Use
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Get a head start on your day. You have caution around your funds. Be ready
a lot to squeeze in, and sooner or later a snafu is
likely to appear If you have an hour to spare, you BORN TODAY
Queen Elizabeth II (1926)
will want to deal with this minor issue. Make calls.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday, April 21, 2016:
This year you could experience a lot of highvoltage surprises, which certainly will keep your life
exciting. More often than not you will see both sides
of an argument. Go beyond that and see the core
issue. Others play a key role in your year. If you
are single, your animal magnetism soars, which
adds to your desirability. You might find it difficult
to choose the right person, but you will enjoy the
process. If you are attached, the two of you often
kiss and make up. Respect your differences rather
than make a big deal out of them. SCORPIO is as
stubborn as you are.
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of sexual desire and erectile dysfunction.
The question has been: Does
testosterone treatment help these
symptoms,even when blood levels
of testosterone are not abnormally low? No studies published in
2015 shed some light on this question. The studies were randomized
trials, the best kind of study for
evaluating the value of a treatment.
The first study involved over
300 men age 60 or older with low
or low-normal testosterone levels,
regardless of whether they had
symptoms. The men were selected
at random to receive testosterone
gel treatment or treatment with a
placebo gel, every day for three
years. The placebo gel looked just
like the real thing, but contained no
testosterone.
The study carefully measured all
the relevant symptoms that might
be caused by lower testosterone
levels. The study found no significant improvement in symptoms in
men given testosterone treatment,
compared to men given placebo
treatment.
The second study involved
about 90 younger men, ages 35
to 70. They all had Type 2 diabetes, and low (or very low-normal)
testosterone levels. The men were
chosen at random to receive either
testosterone shots or placebo shots.
There were no significant improvements in symptoms of men given
testosterone,compared to men given a placebo.
These recent studies, and many
(but not all) previous studies, do
not demonstrate a value in giving
testosterone treatments to men
with low-normal or slightly low
blood levels of testosterone. In
addition, some other studies have
indicated that such treatments may
raise the risk of heart trouble. So,
your doctor's disinclination to prescribe treatment seems reasonable.
In a future column, I'll talk about
ways besides testosterone to improve your energy and desire.
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DEAR ABBY: I work at a large
suburban hospital, and there's an
issue that needs to be addressed.
Patients walk around with their
butts exposed! Patients are always
given a second gown to use as a
robe, but many of them decide not
to use it.
Abby, these are all alert, oriented people. In addition to staff,there
are visitors (including children)
and other patients walking in the
halls.
When someone runs up behind
them to give them the second gown,
these are some of the responses we
are given: "Let 'em look!" (No
one wants to.) "There's nothing
to look at." (Yes, there is, and no
one wants to.) "I've got nothing
anyone wants to see." (Then why
are you showing it off?)"No one
cares about my butt."(That's right,
and no one wants to see it.) "I'm
not modest." (We're grossed out.)
"This is a hospital; why does it
matter?"(So,everyone should just
walk around naked?)
How do you think we should
address this? -- NO BUTTS,
PLEASE
DEAR NO BUTTS:"Address"
it by informing patients that wearing both gowns is a hospital rule.
That would be a start. If you are
asked why, tell the person that
it's to prevent visitors and other
patients from being offended by
the sight of someone's uncovered
"gluteus maximi." And if anyone
gives you an argument, tell the
person that's the way it is -- no ifs,
ands or buts.

DEAR DOCTOR K: I'm a
68-year-old man who has been
feeling more tired and less "sexy"
over the past several months. My
doctor says my blood testosterone
level is normal, but "low normal"
-- a little bit
above low.
I know that
some
men
take testosterone gel as
a treatment
for this. My
doctor is not
so keen on
What's
Dr. Komaroff that.
opinyour
by
ion?
DEAR
Dr. Anthony
READKomaroff
ER: I don't
know nearly
enough about your health or your
symptoms to offer you personal advice. But I'll tell you what I
think research has shown, at least
so far. I'll warn you: It is a controversial area, and I reserve the right
to change my mind as new research
is published.
There's little controversy about
giving testostecone treatment when
a man clearly has abnormally low
blood levels, and symptoms consistent with those low levels. Such
a condition is called "hypogonadism." In such a case, treatment
almost always improves the symptoms. But hypogonadism is a pretty
unusual condition.
The controversy involves people
like you. As men age, our blood
testosterone levels generally decrease. Many men your age have
levels that are in the "low-normal"
range. That is, they are still normal,
but on the low side of normal.
And some, but not all, men
with low-normal testosterone levels have some of the symptoms
of hypogonadism. Those symptoms include a diminished sense
of well-being, fatigue, reduced
muscle strength, moodiness, loss

Hints From Heloise
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Once the smoke clears, ask
your lover the questions about his
intentions that you mentioned to
me, and then decide whether to
continue seeing him. He may be
in love with you, but if he is, the
question of whether you love him
or whether he's just a convenience
remains. Of this I am certain: You
are not his sex slave -- and when
you think you have a better option,
you WILL find the way to "just say
no.

Get not recommended to treat
low-normal testosterone
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